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Abstract
Many physical actions, such as pulling out a drawer or wiping a table may be modeled as geometric constraints. Geometric constraints restrict the motion of objects
and generate reaction forces and moments when objects interact with them. Prior
knowledge of the constraint is vital for robots to manipulate these constrained objects robustly. This dissertation focuses on methods to infer geometric constraints in
human demonstrations by using both pose and wrench measurements. Specifically,
it describes how wrench measurements can improve overall constraint inference.
The developed constraint inference approach addresses three problems: model
selection (what the constraint type is), model regression (what the model parameters are) and demonstration segmentation (where they occur). It fits arbitrary
scleronomic constraint models (constraints that impose restrictions on position
and orientation independent of time) to kinematic and wrench measurements. It
performs model selection by comparing models using position, orientation, force,
and moment error metrics.
The constraint inference approach was evaluated using data from human participants performing tasks consisting of constraints. Experimental results conclude
that wrench measurements improve both regression and model selection when
compared to competing kinematic approaches. Wrench measurements help in
situations where kinematic information is insufficient to determine the constraint,
allowing constraint inference in short human demonstrations, typical in real tasks.
The inferred constraint geometry translate to constraint frames that are useful
for robot control. Constraint frames map to hybrid position-force control parameters that enable robust robot interaction with the constraint. A proof of concept
teaching by demonstration system called Robust Replay validates the utility of the
constraint inference approach. Robust Replay converts a single human demonstration consisting of constraints into a robot program which is robust to deviations in
the known geometry of the physical constraint. The approach decomposes a task
into subtasks, identifies geometric constraints within those subtasks, and maps
each subtask to an appropriate hybrid control description.
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Introduction

Physical constraints are commonplace. Opening a door, erasing a whiteboard,
drawing on paper, manipulating levers on a lathe, turning a steering wheel in a
car, are just a few instances of the many different physical interactions that can
be represented as physical constraints. Physical constraints impose restrictions
on the motion of objects in the environment. They permit application of forces
against the physical constraint while preventing motion of the constrained object.
Representing physical interactions as physical constraints provide information
about the permissible motion of the object in the environment and the permissible
directions forces and moments may be applied to them.
Many of these physical constraints can be abstracted with geometric representations. For example, the motion of an iron against an ironing table can be interpreted
as planar motion represented by a plane. The position of the iron is restricted to
the plane of the table and the orientation of the iron is restricted to rotations in the
plane of the table. Multiple physical constraints can map to the same geometric
representation. For example, hinged objects such as a steering wheel or a cabinet
door can all be abstracted to rotation about a fixed axis.

Figure 1.1: Common physical constraints we interact with every day. A physical
constraint restricts motion in certain directions. A whiteboard eraser is restricted
to move in the plane of the board. A door handle is restricted to rotating about an
axis. A drawer is restricted to translate in one direction.
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Articulated robot arms are frequently required to interact with these
physical constraints. When a robot arm
interacts with a constrained object, the
end effector may also be restricted by
the constraint. Figure 1.2 shows a robot
interacting with a glass panel. The end
effector of the robot is restricted to the
planar surface of the glass panel. The
robot must push against the panel with
sufficient force to successfully wipe the
panel without shattering it. It must also
move against the panel safely without
violating the constraint where violation
would result in either the robot penetrating the glass or losing contact.
Figure 1.2: Glass panel wiping task.
Information pertaining to the physical constraint enables robust robot interaction with the constraint. When a robot interacts with a constraint, it creates a
closed kinematic chain. If the constraint is known, the robot can restrict its joints
to permissible configurations, so it does not violate this closed kinematic chain. It
can also apply safe levels of force against the constraint to achieve the appropriate
task-specific interaction. With regards to robot control, it allows the selection of an
appropriate control approach necessary to interact with the constraint (33; 57). This
allows position control along unconstrained directions and applying force control
along constrained directions. Knowledge of the constraint also enables planning
robot motion along the constraint (7; 26; 66).
Information about the constraint such as constraint geometry is typically specified manually. In existing systems, a teach pendant interface is used to specify the
appropriate controller necessary to interact with the constraint. Such specification
requires training, and novice users may not have the skills required to program a
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robot using hybrid control. It may also require specification of geometric primitives
that may not be easily determined. For example, consider the task of wiping a table.
If the table is oblique, it may be difficult to precisely determine the orientation of the
plane necessary to program the robot to push against the plane. In some tasks, the
required trajectory against the constraint is important and in such circumstances,
this method is cumbersome to use because it does not facilitate the natural transfer
of motion (8; 59; 73).
This suggests that there is a need to create better input method that facilitates
the programming of constraint interactions. One approach is to use a human demonstration to record a constraint interaction (3). Demonstrations have been an effective
way for humans to communicate tasks. A person can observe the performed task,
deduce the important aspects of the task, and learn the operations that must be
performed to complete the task. Along the same lines, a human demonstration can
also be used to describe a task containing a constraint to a robot.
Human demonstrations can be recorded using different types of input. The input
method and type of physical measurements have a large influence on the ability to
either recognize or infer an action (35) and in turn, constraints in a demonstration.
Actions may be recognized from images or video to create robot programs using
task-level planners (19; 74; 55). Geometric constraints can also be inferred from raw
video. In (67), the motion of the flat surface of a door is inferred and converted to a
trajectory which is used to determine revolute motion.
Interaction with physical constraints naturally generate forces and moments and
are a composition of both kinematic trajectories and applied forces and moments. As
humans, we regularly use tactile feedback and proprioception to recognize actions,
so it lends to the idea of using forces and moments for action recognition too.
Recording kinematic trajectories and applied forces and moments when interacting
with constraints may provide sufficient information to infer constraints and program
them for robot motion. Figure 1.3 shows a human demonstration and associated
kinematic, force, and moment trajectories recorded in the demonstration.
Typically, a constraint interaction is part of a task. Consider the task of microwaving a dish. The task may consist of grasping the dish and moving it into
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Figure 1.3: Human demonstration and corresponding kinematic, force and moment
trajectories.

the microwave as well as the constraint interaction of closing the microwave door.
The constraint interaction of closing the microwave door should be inferred from the
demonstration. This involves segmenting the demonstration to determine when
the constraint interaction occurs in the demonstration as well as determining the
constraint type and its geometric parameters.
The representation of the inferred constraint is important for robot control. The
constraint model must communicate sufficient information about the constraint so
a robot can interact with the constraint appropriately. In the microwave example,
the constraint is an axial rotation constraint (i.e., motion can only be about an axis
of rotation). The inferred constraint model must inform the robot that it can only
rotate the microwave door about the axis but cannot move it in other directions
restricting its motion to 1 degree of freedom.
Inferring the constraint from a single demonstration of the task avoids the
demonstrator from repeating the demonstration, thereby saving the demonstrator
time and effort. A long task may consist of a short but important constraint interaction, and the demonstrator may not want to provide multiple demonstrations.
Constraint interactions are frequently of short duration when they are performed in
the context of the task. Therefore it is necessary that constraint inference methods
are capable of inferring the constraint with as little information as possible. Fig. 1.4
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Figure 1.4: Human demonstration and corresponding kinematic, force and moment
trajectories.

shows the sawyer robot replaying tasks using inferred geometric constraints.
This discussion leads to the requirements for an effective constraint inference
system:
• Automatic segmentation: Determine when the constraint occurs in the demonstration.
• Demonstration efficiency: Ability to infer the constraint in short demonstrations.
• Constraint modeling: Incorporating a mathematical modelling approach
that enables the description of multiple different types of constraints.
• Model selection: Determining the correct constraint model from many different possible models in the demonstration.
Prior methods do not address many of these requirements.
Automatic segmentation: Novice users may not know what a constraint is and
thus may be incapable of determining where constraints occur in demonstrations.
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Prior approaches either query the user to provide segmentation (54) or require the
entire demonstration to contain the constraint interaction (6; 4; 5).
Demonstration efficiency: Constraints may need to be inferred from short demonstrations. In (4), 20 seconds of demonstration time is required to infer the constraint.
While the inferred constraint model is general and robot motions can be transferred
to other constraint models, many tasks may not incorporate 20 seconds constrained
motion in the demonstration.
Constraint modeling: The constraint inference method needs to incorporate models that sufficiently describe the constraint. Simple constraint models which involve
the inference of simple geometric primitives such as planes, lines, and arcs may
be insufficient to program robot interaction. They do not describe the orientation constraints imposed on the robot when it interacts with these constraints. In
(50; 54), only simple constraint models are used. While more complex models are
incorporated in (15; 45), (constraint interaction is modeled as contacts between
known polyhedral, cylindrical, and spherical tools), prior information about the
kind of contacts, the tool, and environment geometry is necessary. In many applications tool geometry may not be known. In (24) constraints are represented as
lower dimensional task manifolds learned through manifold learning. While this
can encode complicated constraint regions, it does not allow a compact, semantic,
parameterized representation of a constraint (for example, a hinge constraint is
defined by its axis of rotation).
Model Selection: Model selection may manifest itself in either identifying the
number of parameters required to fit a general model or selecting an appropriate
model given a set of candidate models. In (67), both aspects of model selection are
present. A gaussian mixture model with varying model parameters represents the
general model. Only two specific models are employed; prismatic (1 DOF linear
translation) and revolute (1 DOF rotational referred to in this dissertation as an
axial rotation constraint). Many constraint interactions cannot be represented by just
prismatic and revolute constraints. For example, a commonly occurring constraint
is a planar constraint which is exemplified by an eraser moving against a plane.
Another constraint interaction is a point-on-plane constraint which is exemplified by
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the motion of a pen against paper where the pen tip is constrained to the plane of
the paper. The model selection problem increases in difficulty as more models are
introduced.
Most prior work only incorporate kinematic information for constraint inference
(4; 67; 54; 24; 50). Incorporating wrench measurements (measurements of forces
and moments) recorded when performing the demonstration may improve the
ability to perform constraint inference. Wrench measurements generally include
both reaction forces and moments generated by the constraint as well as other
wrenches such as friction or inertia. Friction will always occur when the objects in
contact slide against one another.
Wrench measurements have been incorporated in earlier work (45) to infer
geometric constraints but effects such as friction are not modeled, reducing the
performance of these systems. Understanding the applicability of wrench measurements for constraint inference is still an unexplored topic. Wrench measurements
provide reciprocal information to velocity measurements (16). This lends to the
idea that wrench measurements provide additional information to kinematic measurements and improve geometric constraint inference.

1.1

Thesis statement

This discussion leads to the following thesis statement:
Force and moment measurements help in inferring geometric constraints in human
demonstrations.
This dissertation provides an approach to infer geometric constraint from human
demonstrations. This enables novice users to provide information pertaining to
constraints in the environment to a robot. Competing approaches do not solve
this problem completely. They ignore important constraint interactions or do not
address the applicability to novice users. Apart from just the goal of building better
constraint inference methods, the key contribution of this work is establishing that
force and moment measurements improve geometric constraint inference.
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Figure 1.5: Top: Demonstration of an espresso-making task using instrumented
tongs consisting of sliding an espresso cup, pulling out a drawer and actuating
an espresso lever. Center: Inferred constraints in the task. Our approach infers
the samples associated with each constraint (segmentation), the type of constraint
(model selection) and model parameters of each constraint (model regression) in
the task.
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1.2

Constraint inference approach

We use instrumented tools, described in chapter 2, to record kinematic and wrench
trajectories to infer constraints. Our approach is to partition the human demonstration into constrained motion and unconstrained motion, fit all candidate constraint
models to each constrained motion segment, and select the appropriate constraint
models from the fit models. Fig. 1.5 shows an espresso-making task, and the
corresponding inferred constraints using our constraint inference approach. We
organize the constraint inference as the following steps:
1. Constraint modeling: creating a library of candidate constraint models
2. Demonstration segmentation: determining when constraints occur in the
demonstration
3. Model regression: identifying the parameters associated with a candidate
constraint model
4. Model selection: identifying the most suitable constraint type from the candidate constraint models.
Constraint Modeling: Our constraint inference approach requires defined mathematical representations of the constraints. We use models based on human interpretable geometric primitives to represent constrained motion such as the planar
constraint (motion of wiping a table), point-on-plane constraint (motion of a pen on
paper), axial rotation constraint (the motion of a hinged door) and many more. These
constraints are represented as mathematical equations that the tool or object must
satisfy when under the influence of the constraint. They come under the class of
constraints called scleronomic constraints. Chapter 3 describes the scleronomic
constraint model and the construction of specific constraint models. This section
also derives the relationship between the reaction wrenches (reaction forces and moments) imparted on constrained objects and the generalized scleronomic constraint
model.
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Demonstration segmentation: Applications may require determining when constraints occur in a demonstration, especially when demonstrations represent a
larger task. We discuss methods to segment the constrained motion from demonstrations in Chapter 6 (after model regression and model selection to cover the
more important contributions first). Our approach takes advantage of the reaction
forces and moments that exist during constraint interaction.
Model regression: In Chapter 4, we show how nonlinear least squares regression
can be used to fit geometric constraint models to kinematic and wrench measurements. Our method derives reaction forces and moments from measured wrenches
by considering the contributing dynamics from friction. This is described in section
3.3. We show that by simultaneously fitting with position and force data, we are
able to fit certain constraints using significantly less data compared to fitting with
kinematic data.
Model selection: Once all models are fit to the constrained segments, each model
fit must be evaluated, and the appropriate model must be selected. The regression
objectives are inadequate to perform this comparison because they evaluate to
different units and scales. Instead, kinematic and wrench error metrics are derived
for the general scleronomic constraint model to provide a consistent approach to
evaluate models. These error metrics cannot always be used directly as higher
degree of freedom constraint models will over-fit. In Chapter 5, we describe how
wrench measurements can be used to significantly improve model selection even
in the presence of multiple models that agree kinematically. We also present a
penalized error metric similar to that of Akaike, which penalizes models based on
their degrees of freedom and number of parameters.

1.3

Evaluation of constraint inference approach

We empirically evaluate the system’s ability to perform automatic segmentation,
efficiently use available demonstration data, and discern the correct model from
multiple candidate models. We focus on the use of wrench measurements in
fitting and model selection against competing methods that use only kinematic
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measurements. The system’s overall performance is evaluated on demonstrations
of an espresso-making task. Evaluations are performed using human participants
data. Chapter 7 describes these evaluations.
Recorded human demonstrations are used to program robots interact with
physical constraints robustly. These programs are determined by mapping inferred
geometric constraints to their appropriate robot control algorithms e.g. hybrid
control, and corresponding kinematic trajectories. Chapter 8 describes the Robust
Replay system developed to replay human demonstrations consisting of physical
constraints using articulated robot arms.
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2

Methods to record human demonstrations

The approach used to record the human demonstration influences the applicability
of the demonstration for action inference and subsequently robot programming.
Ideally, the demonstrator should not be distracted by the input method. The input
method must be as transparent as possible to the demonstrator so the demonstrator
can focus on performing the task. In our work we use natural demonstrations using
hand-held instrumented tools to describe tasks to a robot. Some of the different
approaches to provide human demonstrations are discussed below:
Kinesthetic teaching involves moving a robot with one’s hands and using the
robot’s sensors (e.g. joint encoders) to record the demonstration. This is the most
widely used input method. Sometimes only poses of the robot are recorded by
the demonstrator and a teach pendent is used to create a robot program around
these poses. Extracting smooth trajectories is a challenge with kinesthetic teaching
because it relies on the transparency of the robot and it’s ability to be back-driven.
Applied forces and torques may be important to the task and measuring them may
require an additional force-torque sensor at the tool (in spite of inherent torque
sensors in the robot joints as these would measure the demonstrator’s applied
forces on the robot). Applied forces and moments in a task can also be recorded by
having the robot replay the kinesthetically taught trajectory in position control and
recording the joint torques experienced by the robot when it executes the task as
done in (39). This method works when the robot interacts with compliant and soft
objects.
Teleoperation involves remote controlled guidance of a robotic manipulator. The
success of a telerobotic system greatly depends on the kind of remote used as input
(56). Telerobotic systems may also incorporate force feedback which may directly
be measured from the robot but may require a specialized haptic device to render.
Telerobotic manipulation also adds cognitive load on the demonstrator because the
demonstrator is required to know the environment the robot manipulates in.
Kinesthetic teaching and teleoperation both record the demonstration using the
sensors located on the robot such as encoders and joint torque sensors. In the most
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naive implementation of task replay, the encoder joint positions can be replayed
on the robot directly to recreate the demonstration (albeit, this method may not
be reliable). Both these methods suffer from their ability to be transparent to the
demonstrator.
Natural demonstrations are performed directly by the user, either with their hands
or a hand held tool. Demonstrations performed directly using the demonstrator’s
hand are difficult to capture completely because demonstrators often use dexterous
in-hand manipulations (8). Tracking only the hand ignoring the fingers may be
insufficient to completely capture the actions by the demonstrator. Handheld tools
enable accurate recording of the exact motion performed by the demonstrator.
These tools may be designed to prevent demonstrators from performing actions
that cannot be performed by the robot. Force torque sensors and fiducial markers
may be rigidly attached to hand held devices to accurately (and completely) record
the interaction. Many tasks may require a task specific end effector tool (such as a
buffing tool) while other tasks may require a robot gripper to manipulate objects in
the environment. An effective natural demonstration tool will be convenient to use,
can be tracked reliably and tracked trajectories will provide a complete description
of the action performed.
We introduce two instrumented tools used for natural demonstrations, the
Instrumented Tongs and the Constraint Saber.

2.1

Instrumented Tongs

The instrumented tongs is similar to a robot gripper. The design is inspired from
conventional kitchen tongs. (56) Although the tongs have limited manipulation
capabilities, it prevents users from performing highly dexterous tasks that cannot
be performed by a robot with a two finger gripper. It also provides sufficient tactile
feedback when performing tasks.
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Design
The instrumented tongs consist of two rigid, 3D printed arms made from PLA plastic.
A hinge consisting of a steel pin with plastic bushings holds the arms together. The
tongs are held open with a flat spring steel spring. Two inset mounting surfaces
enable attachment of force-torque sensors. Multiple prongs provide locations to
attach motion capture markers. A Plastic plate is attached to the tool side of the
force torque sensors. To prevent two point grasps caused by the rigid plates, layers
of foam padding with different density are attached. The padding consists of a
low-density thick foam layer (10mm) followed by a high density thin foam layer
(1mm). A final layer of high friction 3M Gripping material (3M TB400) was used.
The instrumented tongs provide a reliable grasp of objects but the grasp may not
be rigid because the foam pads introduce compliance when objects are grasped.

Sensors
The current version of the tongs uses an Optitrack motion capture system which employs reflective markers that are rigidly attached to the tongs and cameras to record
the motion of these markers. We track both arms as independent rigid bodies. A
pair of ATI Mini40 force-torque sensors, one in each arm, provide accurate measurement of the applied forces and torques when grasping objects. Objects are directly
in contact with the tool side of the force torque sensors (through the padding) enabling a complete measurement of the applied forces and moments on the objects.
Figure 2.1 provides the section view of the instrumented tongs. The design of the
tongs is provided at: https://github.com/uwgraphics/HRI2019Tongs

Potential improvements
Realistic environments may have objects that can occlude motion capture cameras.
Inertial tracking with IMUs would greatly improve the tracking performance in
such circumstances. The tongs are not a perfect mapping to a robot gripper because
robot grippers come in many shapes and forms. Since the tongs are natural to
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humans, it may be worthwhile to design robot grippers to mimic the design of the
tongs.

Figure 2.1: Instrumented tongs

2.2

Constraint Saber

The constraint saber is similar to a robot with an application specific end effector tool.
The tool has no moving parts and can be considered a single rigid body. A single
force torque sensor measures applied forces when interacting with the environment.
Motion capture markers are attached to track the device. A handle is attached on
one side and the application specific tool on the other. The measurement frame
for both the force torque sensor and the motion capture markers are aligned. The
kinematic trajectories of the tool along with the measured forces and moments
from the force torque sensor completely describe the rigid body interaction with
the environment. Figure 2.2 describes the construction of the Constraint Saber.
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Figure 2.2: Constraint saber, different end effectors may be attached to this
hand-held demonstration tool.
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3

Mathematical modeling of constraints

When a robot end effector or other object moves under the influence of a constraint,
the degrees of freedom of its rigid body motion are restricted to a subset in SE(3).
These restrictions may be represented as mathematical relationships between defined geometry on the body (e.g., a point on the body) and defined global geometry
(e.g., a plane in the environment). For example, consider a pen moving against
paper. The motion of the pen tip is constrained to the planar surface of the paper.
In this example, the rigid body is the pen, the location of the pen tip is the defined
geometry on the rigid body and the planar surface represents the global geometry. Geometric constraint models consist of equations that define the possible
configurations of the rigid body.
Geometric constraints impose restrictions on the configurations on the rigid
body. Applying forces and moments on a constrained rigid body creates reaction
forces and moments between the rigid body and the constraint. The principle of
virtual work expresses that reaction forces and moments caused by the constraint
do not produce work. This property can be used to determine the permissible
reaction forces and reaction moments of the constraint. It is also necessary to
consider additional forces that may act on the rigid body such as friction, inertia,
and gravity.
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3.1

General scleronomic geometric constraint model

Figure 3.1: Scleronomic constraint

Scleronomic constraints are geometric constraint models that only impose restrictions on the position and orientation (i.e. generalized coordinates of the rigid body)
and do not vary with time(21).
Consider a 6-degree of freedom rigid body of negligible inertial properties located in space through translational coordinates r ∈ R3 and orientation coordinates
represented by a unit quaternion q ∈ SU(2). 1 The measurement reference frame is
the fixed frame on this rigid body. The rigid body is constrained by k constraint
equations Φ : SE(3) ⇒ Rk :
Φ(r, q) = 0
(3.1)
The scleronomic constraint model represented by equation (3.1) may be instantiated with a specific constraint model (e.g. with a planar constraint) with associated
model parameters α which configure the constraint (e.g. the position and orientation of the plane). Thus, Φ becomes Φ(r, q, α).
1

Scalars are italicized (s). Vectors are normal text (v) and are column vectors in the context of a
matrix. Matrices are bold (M).
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In this work, a few of the geometric constraint models we consider are shown
in Fig. 3.2. These constraints were chosen as examples of commonly occurring
geometric primitives. Our approach can be extended to other models satisfying
the scleronomic constraint formulation.

3.2

Relationship between constraint models and
reaction forces and moments

The formulation in this section is standard in multi-body dynamics literature (23)
and is provided here as a review. We determine the permissible linear and angular
velocities using virtual displacements and then use the principle of virtual work to
determine the permissible reaction forces and moments.
The first partial derivatives of constraint equations (3.1) are given by:
δΦ = Φr δr + Φq δq = 0

(3.2)

Where Φr δr and Φq δq are the partial derivatives of (3.1) and (δr, δq) are the virtual
displacements. Equation (3.2) may also be written using virtual rotation variable
δπ. The virtual rotation variable is related to the angular velocity of a rigid body.
This relationship is similar to how the virtual displacement δp is related to linear
velocity.
δΦ = Φr δr + Φπ δπ = 0
(3.3)
Equation (3.3) is similar to the Pfaffian constraint form widely used in robotics
literature (14). The permissible reaction forces fr ∈ R3 and reaction moments
nr ∈ R3 that the constraint applies to the constrained body must satisfy the virtual
work equation (37) because constraint reaction forces and moments do not produce
work. The principle of virtual work requires:
δrT fr + δπT nr = 0

(3.4)
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Combining equations (3.3) and (3.4) using the Lagrange multiplier theorem:
Φr T λ + fr = 0

(3.5)

ΦTπ λ + nr = 0

(3.6)

where λ ∈ Rk are the Lagrange multipliers. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) provide a
relationship between the constraint equations Φ and the permissible reaction forces
and moments. Φπ δπ is computed from Φq δq as follows:
1
Φπ = Φq GT AT
2

(3.7)

with the following defined variables:

T
Quaternion q = e0 eT where e0 = q0 and e = [q1 q2 q3 ]T .

A =: e20 − eT e I + 2eeT + 2e0 ẽ
h
i
−e −ẽ + e0 I

(3.9)


0 −ez ey


ẽ =  ez
0 −ex 
−ey ex
0

(3.10)

G =:
where

(3.8)



and I is the identity matrix.

3.3

Resolving reaction forces and moments from
wrench measurements

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) relate the reaction forces and moments with the constraint
equations described by equation (3.1). Interactions with the physical environment
involve forces such as kinetic friction, inertia, gravity, and also task specific forces
such as springs and dampers. We assume quasi-static motion and thus only model
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kinetic friction in our analysis of constrained motion. As many physical constraint
interactions are of short duration, there may be insufficient information in the
demonstration to confidently estimate dynamic effects such as inertia. In cases
where demonstrations are highly dynamic involving objects with large inertia or
involving interaction with task specific devices such as springs, this approach
may not be directly applicable and such dynamic effects must be modeled and
incorporated appropriately.
Quasi-static motion against constraints generates frictional forces due to the
sliding contact between surfaces. Forces attributed to kinetic friction oppose the
motion of the constrained object. For example, when writing on paper (point-onplane constraint), friction force opposes the motion of the pen tip. Friction forces
may manifest themselves differently for each constraint and there is no general way
to describe them.
However, friction forces and moments can be modeled for each constraint with
certain assumptions. We derive a relationship between the reaction forces and
moments with the measured forces and moments as functions of the parameters of
the constraint:
fr = Fr (r, q, v, ω, f, n, α)

(3.11)

nr = Nr (r, q, v, ω, f, n, α)

(3.12)

where the measured quantities are forces (f), moments (n), linear velocity (v) and
angular velocity (ω) and the parameters of the constraint are α. The specific formulation of equations (3.11) and (3.12) for each constraint model is provided in
Appendix 3.4. The resolving of reaction forces and moments for the point-on-plane
constraint is provided here.

3.4

Mathematical models of geometric constraints

Consider a 6-degree of freedom rigid body of negligible inertial properties located
in space through 3 translational coordinates r ∈ R3 and rotation coordinates repre-
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Figure 3.2: Geometric constraints used in this paper. The three constraint models
planar constraint, prismatic constraint and axial constraint enforce constraints on the
orientation of the constrained object. The relaxed counterparts are similar constraint
models except with removed orientation constraints. The point-on-plane and pointon-line constraint models contain representations of the location of contact with
respect to the measured position on the object. The measurement frame is shown
in red.
sented either with a unit quaternion q ∈ SU(2) or an orthogonal rotational matrix
A(q) ∈ SO(3). Together (r,q) form the body coordinates p.
Each constraint type has a set of parameters that parameterize the geometry of
the constraint. Let the parameters of the constraint be α, then equation Φ becomes
Φ(p, α).

Point-on-plane constraint
The point-on-plane constraint describes a point on the rigid body constrained to a
plane in the environment such as a pencil tip (point) moving across paper (plane).
An illustrated representation of this constraint is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Measurement
Frame
s

w

vs s*

Figure 3.3: Point-on-plane constraint model. The point s* is constrained to the planar
surface. s̄ is a fixed vector in the measurement frame between the measurement
frame and s*. The global x-y plane is transformed using the exponential map, ew̃ ,
to create the planar surface.
A plane may be specified by applying a general displacement (i.e. translation
and rotation) transformation of the x-y plane which involves:
1. translating the x-y coordinate plane along the z-axis
2. rotating the translated plane about the origin.
We represent the rotation transformation using two exponential coordinates w =
[wx , wy , 0] ∈ R2 corresponding to ew̃ ∈ SO(3), the exponential map, which is
equivalent to a rotation matrix with an axis of rotation in the x-y plane. Rodrigues’
rotation formula (48) is used to compute ew̃ . w̃ is the skew symmetric matrix
defined in equation (3.10) in the appendix. The third term of w is zero because
rotations about the z - axis (perpendicular to the plane) do not alter the plane’s
geometry. The translation is represented by d ∈ R. The normal vector on this plane
is represented by ew̃ [0 0 1]T and the shifted origin of the x-y plane is represented
by ew̃ [0 0 d]T .
A point P on the plane satisfies the following equation:

T
ew̃ [0 0 d]T − P ew̃ [0 0 1]T = 0

(3.13)
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which specifies that the dot product between a vector within the plane and the
plane normal is zero.
Consider a point s* ∈ R3 (in the global reference frame) defined as a point fixed
to the rigid body and constrained to the plane. s is a vector directed from the origin
of the measurement reference frame to the point s* (vector defined in the global
−
reference frame). The local reference frame counterpart of s is s (whose values do
not change with the motion of the measurement frame):
−

s* ≡ r + s ≡ r + A(q) s

(3.14)

where A(q) is the orthogonal rotation matrix equivalent to the rotation represented
by q.
The constraint is satisfied when s* is constrained to the plane, i.e. equation
Φ : SE(3) ⇒ R1 is:

T
T
w̃
Φ1 ≡ e [0 0 d] − r − A(q)s̄ ew̃ [0 0 1]T = 0

(3.15)

The parameters of this constraint are α = (s̄, d, wx , wy ), six variables. The constraint
equation removes one degree of freedom leaving 5 degrees of freedom.
Friction Model: The goal is to resolve the reaction wrenches from the measured
wrenches (i.e. determine expressions for Fr (r, q, v, ω, f, n, α) and Nr (r, q, v, ω, f, n, α)).
We assume that inertia of the constrained object is negligible and the only wrenches
acting on the object are friction and reaction wrenches.
The force and moment balance equation for the rigid body at the measurement
frame are as follows:
f = fµ + Fr

(3.16)

n = nµ + N r

(3.17)

where f is the measured force, fµ is the friction force, Fr is the reaction force, n is
the measured moment, nµ is the friction moment, and Nr is the reaction moment
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acting at the measurement frame.
Point s* on the rigid body is in contact with the plane. s* moves with velocity
vs . The friction force acts at point s* on the rigid body and is directed along vs (vbs
is a unit vector in this direction). Any force in the direction of vs is assumed to be
friction. fµ is the friction force located at point s* directed along vs :
fµ = f · vs vbs

(3.18)

vs = v + ω × s

(3.19)

where vs is given by:

and s is the vector from the measurement frame to point s* in the global frame.
We assume that at s*, no moment is transferred (including friction moment)
between the rigid body and the plane. The moment induced by the friction forces
at s* is given by:
nµ = s × fµ
(3.20)
Combining equations (3.16) through (3.20):
Fr = f − f · vs vbs

(3.21)

Nr = n − s × f · vs vbs

(3.22)

Planar constraint
The planar constraint is exemplified by an eraser moving against a whiteboard. The
rigid body can only rotate about a vector perpendicular to the plane, and all points
within the rigid body translate parallel to this plane. The formulation of the plane
is similar to that in section 3.4. The origin of the local coordinate frame on the body
is coincident with the plane.

T
Φ1 ≡ ew̃ [0 0 d]T − r ew̃ [0 0 1]T = 0

(3.23)
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A unit vector t̄ is defined to force the rigid body perpendicular to the plane:
T

Φ2 ≡ (At̄ ) ew̃ [1 0 0]T = 0
T

Φ3 ≡ (At̄ ) ew̃ [0 1 0]T = 0
T

Φp1 ≡ t̄ t̄ − 1 = 0

(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)

Unity of t̄ is enforced by equation (3.26). The parameters of this constraint are
α = (t̄, d, wx , wy ), a total of 6 variables. The rigid body has 3 degrees of freedom.
Friction Model: Friction force is in the direction of linear velocity and friction
moment is in the direction of angular velocity.

fµ = f · vb
v

(3.27)

b
nµ = n · ω ω

(3.28)

Planar relaxed constraint
The planar relaxed constraint is represented by equation (3.23). The friction model is
the same as the planar constraint.

Prismatic constraint
The prismatic constraint represents translational motion in one direction. It is
similar to pulling out a drawer. All points on the rigid body translate identically.
This constraint requires a representation of the axis. Similar to the plane, the axis
of translation can be generated by applying a general displacement (i.e. translation
and rotation) transformation of the z coordinate axis which is equivalent to:
1. translating the z axis in the x-y plane
2. rotating the translated axis about the origin.
This is represented by two exponential coordinates w = [wx , wy , 0] ∈ R2 and
two translational coordinates dx , dy ∈ R. The third term in w is zero because
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rotations about the z - axis produce a line that could be produced by an alternative
translation motion. This defines the axis in the global reference frame. The tangent
to this axis is ew̃ [0 0 1]T and the translated origin is ew̃ [dx dy 0]T . ew̃ [1 0 0]T and
ew̃ [0 1 0]T represent vectors perpendicular to this axis. The origin of the local
coordinate frame of the body is coincident with this line/axis:

T
Φ1 ≡ ew̃ [dx dy 0]T − r ew̃ [1 0 0]T = 0

T
Φ2 ≡ ew̃ [dx dy 0]T − r ew̃ [0 1 0]T = 0

(3.29)
(3.30)

The orientation of the rigid body is fixed using the following equations:
Φ3 ≡ (As̄)T ew̃ [1 0 0]T = 0

(3.31)

Φ4 ≡ (As̄)T ew̃ [0 1 0]T = 0

(3.32)

T w̃

T

Φ5 ≡ (At̄) e [1 0 0] = 0

(3.33)

Φp1 ≡ s̄T s̄ − 1 = 0

(3.34)

Φp2 ≡ s̄T t̄ = 0

(3.35)

where s̄ and t̄ are unit vectors fixed on the rigid body. Equations (3.31) through
(3.26) and (3.34) prevent the body from rotating. Equations (3.34) and (3.26) forces
unity of s and t respectively. This rigid body has one degree of freedom of motion.
The constraint parameters are: α = (t̄, s̄, dx , dy , wx , wy ).
Friction Model: Friction force is in the direction of linear velocity. This model does
not permit angular rotation so we assume zero friction moment.

fµ = f · vb
v

(3.36)

nµ = 0

(3.37)
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Prismatic relaxed constraint
The prismatic relaxed constraint is obtained by only using equations (3.29) and (3.30).
The friction model is given by equations (3.27) and (3.28).

Point-on-line constraint
The point-on-line constraint represents a point on a rigid body constrained to a line
in space. It is similar to a pen moving against a straight edge.
Consider a point s* ∈ R3 in the global reference frame defined as a fixed point
on the rigid body. s is a vector directed from the origin of the local reference frame
of the body to the rigidly fixed point s* in the global reference frame. The local
−
reference frame counterpart of s is s :
−

s* ≡ r + s ≡ r + A(q) s

(3.38)

where A(q) is the orthogonal rotation matrix equivalent to the rotation represented
by q. s* on the rigid body is coincident with a line represented by parameters
(dx , dy , wx , wy ):



− T w̃
T
w̃
Φ1 ≡ e [dx dy 0] − r − A(q) s e [1 0 0]T = 0


− T w̃
T
w̃
Φ2 ≡ e [dx dy 0] − r − A(q) s e [0 1 0]T = 0

(3.39)
(3.40)

Friction Model: The friction model is identical to the friction models for the pointon-plane constraint.

Axial rotation constraint
The axial rotation constraint is similar to a door knob or a hinged door, all points
on the rigid body rotate about an axis and translations are not permitted.
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Consider a point on the rigid body s* that is on the axis of rotation and in the
plane perpendicular to the axis containing the coordinate frame origin. A rigid
point on the axis of rotation defined as (dx , dy , dz ) ∈ R3 constrains the point s*. The
vector s̄ is perpendicular to this axis. The rigid body must not rotate about vector s̄
so unit vector t̄ is introduced to enforce this condition. The constraint equations
are (3.26), (3.35) and the following:
Φ1 ≡ r + As̄ − [dx , dy , dz ]T = 0
T

(3.41)

Φ2 ≡ (At̄ ) ew̃ [0 0 1]T = 0

(3.42)

Φ3 ≡ (As̄ )T ew̃ [0 0 1]T = 0

(3.43)

Constraint parameters are α = (t̄, s̄, dx , dy , dz , wx , wy ). This constraint has 1
degree of freedom.
Friction Model: The friction wrenches and reaction wrenches are coupled in this
model. The principle of virtual work enables the computation of reaction forces
and reaction wrenches from the corresponding measured quantities. Let’s assume
all measured forces are reaction forces, then friction forces are zero:
fµ = 0

(3.44)

The principle of virtual work requires that wrenches are orthogonal to twists as per
Equation 3.4 (substituting virtual displacements with velocities). The residual of
equation 3.4 provides the corresponding friction work Wµ :
Wµ = v · f + ω · n

(3.45)

The friction work comes from the friction moment about the axis of rotation. The
friction moment is directed about the axis of rotation.
nµ =

Wµ
ω̂
|ω|

(3.46)
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Axial relaxed constraint
The axial relaxed constraint also has parameters (dx , dy , dz , wx , wy ) to configure the
axis of rotation and the center of rotation. The radius l ∈ R is included to fully
define the constraint.
Φ2 ≡ r − [dx , dy , dz ]T − l2 = 0

T
T
Φ1 ≡ r − [dx , dy , dz ]
ew̃ [0 0 1]T = 0

(3.47)
(3.48)

Equation (3.47) restricts the body origin to a sphere of radius l centered about
(dx , dy , dz ). Equation (3.48) restricts the body origin to a plane containing (dx , dy , dz )
with normal ew̃ [0 0 1]T .
The friction model is represented by equations (3.27) and (3.28)

Degrees of freedom and model parameters per constraint
Constraint
Point-on-plane
Point-on-line
Planar
Planar relaxed
Prismatic
Prismatic relaxed
Axial rotation
Axial relaxed

DOF
5
4
3
5
1
4
1
4

number of model parameters
6
7
6
3
10
4
11
8

Table 3.1: Degrees of freedom (DOF) and number of model parameters for each
constraint
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4

Fitting pose and wrench measurements to

constraint models
The quality of the fit model depends on the available information in the demonstration. Indeterminate information will lead to degenerate model, such as fitting a
line with one point. Incorporating wrench measurements along with pose measurements mitigates this problem because wrench measurements compliment pose
measurements. Pose measurements provide information about the permissible
configurations of the rigid body while wrench measurements provide information
about the impermissible directions of motion. Therefore, incorporating wrench
measurements during fitting allows fitting models with fewer samples of data (see
figure 4.1).
Kinematic fitting
required samples (135)

Kinematic + wrench
fitting
required samples (36)

error [m]

Fit plane
0.02
0.01
0.001
0

50

100

150 Samples

Figure 4.1: A User demonstrates a chess move by sliding the knight against the chess
board. Fitting the planar-relaxed constraint using kinematic information [green] is
compared against fitting with a combination of pose and wrench measurements
[red]. Kinematic-Wrench fitting is able to identify the plane using considerably
fewer samples than kinematic fitting.
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Each geometric constraint model is configured by model parameters α. The
task is to fit model parameters α using N samples consisting of recorded position,
orientation, applied force and applied moment information. The generalized constraint equations are used to formulate a kinematic error objective. Equations (3.5)
and (3.6) are used to formulate a wrench error objective. The two error objectives
are cooperative and included in a summed objective to fit recorded demonstration
data to a constraint model.

4.1

Kinematic error objective

Let the parameters of the constraint be α. Let the ith sample of data be represented
with a tuple pi = (ri , qi , fi , ni , vi , ω). The kinematic error objective across the N
samples of data p := {p1 , ..., pN } is given by:
Kerror (α, p, w) =

N
X

wi kΦ(pi , α)k

(4.1)

i=1

where kk is the L(2) norm and w := {w1 , ..., wN } are the weights on each sample.
Sample weights allow increasing the influence of certain samples over others. Some
samples included in the regression may not be part of the constraint or may be
caused by measurement errors and should have less influence when fitting. For the
kinematic error objective, only (r, q) is required from tuple p.

4.2

Wrench error objective

A wrench error objective is developed to incorporate wrench measurements during
fitting. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) provide a relationship between the constraint equations and the applied forces and moments in a demonstration. To apply equations
(3.5) and (3.6) for regression, the Lagrange multipliers must be determined jointly
with the parameters of the constraint. This may be formulated as a weighted least
squares objective:
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Werror (α, p, w) =

N
X


wi min kΦTr (pi , α)λ + fri k + kΦTπ (pi , α)λ + nri k
λ

i=1

(4.2)

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are linear in λ and may be solved using linear least
squares regression. The least squares error of Aλ = b is denoted as LSQ(A, b)
where A and b are given by:
" #
ΦTr
A=
(4.3)
ΦTπ
and

"

−fr
b=
−nr

#
(4.4)

Equation (4.2) may be reformulated as:
Werror (α, p, w) =

n
X
i=1

"
wi LSQ

# "
#!
ΦTr (pi , α)
−fri
,
ΦTπ (pi , α)
−nri

(4.5)

We do not directly measure the reaction forces and moments. Equations (3.11)
and (3.12) are used to represent fr and nr . The reaction forces and reaction moments
are jointly estimated by including their expressions in the optimization objective.

4.3

Maximum likelihood estimate

We need to determine the most likely model parameters α given model Φ and
demonstrator data p. The maximum likelihood estimate of model parameters α
based on observations p is α̂MLE and can be be estimated as:
α̂MLE = arg min (Werror (α, p, w) + Kerror (α, p, w))

(4.6)

α

The two objectives Werror and Kerror are cooperative. Experimental evaluation
indicates that changing the weights between the two objectives has little effect on
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the overall fit.

4.4

Robust regression

Segmentation error and non-gaussian noise from sensor measurements may cause
a direct nonlinear least squares optimization to fit poorly. All of the samples may
not be part of the constraint. We use iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS) (11) to
estimate the sample weights associated with the constraint jointly with the model
parameters which helps to reject outliers.
The approach initializes equal weight values to each sample. It performs an
optimization using a standard non-linear optimization algorithm (in this work
we use BFGS (13)) using these weights. It calculates the errors associated with
each sample and down weights samples that have large error. A re-weighting
step is used to normalize the weights using a regularization function to prevent
aggressive down-weighting of samples so all samples continue to have an influence
on the objective. Using these new weighted values, the algorithm performs another
iteration of optimization.
The process of finding the most likely value of α is give in Algorithm 1. The exit
criteria for the algorithm is a maximum number of iterations N. Fig. 4.2 shows how
selection of N affects fit quality.
Algorithm 1 Iterative reweighted least squares regression
1: procedure RobustRegression(X, w, N)
2:
initialize(w)
. set all weights to 1
3:
for j = 1 ... N do
. number of iterations
4:
w← w / sum (w)
. Normalization
5:
α ← FitFunction(X,w)
. BFGS minimization
6:
E← ErrorFunction(X,α,w)
. vector of fit errors
0.1
7:
w ← 1/(1 + E )
. Regularization
8:
return α
.
Using the knight moving across the chessboard example shown in Fig. 4.1, we
intentionally segment the demonstration incorrectly so a portion of the demon-
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stration is in free space. When fitting the model without iterative reweighted least
squares (IRLS) regression, the fit plane is offset because of outliers caused by incorrect segmentation. After 100 iterations of IRLS the fit converges to the true
constraint model.

Figure 4.2: Bottom: The perspective view of the demonstration of moving the
knight is shown. The demonstration is intentionally segmented incorrectly. Iterative
reweighted least squares is used to robustly fit the demonstration. 100 iterations of
IRLS fits the model to the constraint.
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5

Model selection

Once a set of candidate models are fit, it is necessary to identify the model most
consistent with the measured data. The difficulty of the model selection problem is
a function of the number of candidate models and the uniqueness of these models.
To simplify the model comparison process, we create a single selection metric
that can be used across models. In our formulation, the optimization fit error is not
appropriate as the models consist of regressor functions that are not guaranteed to
have consistent units. To allow for comparison, kinematic and wrench error metrics
are defined in terms of measured quantities (m, rad, N, Nm). These metrics are
combined into a single error metric by counting measurements above a threshold
for each metric. We refer to this process as error tallying.

5.1

Error metrics

Position and force information allow for the construction of separate kinematic and
wrench error metrics. An error metric is defined as a measure of distance between
a measurement (r, q, f, n) and the constraint model.

Kinematic error metrics
Given that a constraint can enforce both a position and an orientation, there is
a need for two kinematic metrics. A position distance Dr (Φ(r∗ , q∗ ), r, q) and an
orientation distance Dq (Φ(r∗ , q∗ ), r, q) are defined for a pose measurement (r, q) ∈
SE(3) where (r∗ , q∗ ) is coincident with the constraint (satisfies Φ). Evaluation
of (r∗ , q∗ ) consists of finding the point on the constraint that is closest in overall
distance to the measured point. Determining these values is posed as a least squares
regression where (r∗ , q∗ ) are solved simultaneously:
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||r∗ − r|| + ∠ (conj(q) ? q∗ )


∗
∗ T
∗
∗
r̂∗ , q̂∗ = arg min 
+ WΦ(r , q ) Φ(r , q )
r∗ ,q∗
+ W||q∗T q∗ − 1||2






(5.1)

where W is a large weight (1000) on the constraint equations to ensure that r∗
and q∗ are fixed to the constraint. ∠ is the rotation angle of a quaternion, ? represents quaternion multiplication and conj represents the conjugate of a quaternion.
∠ (conj(q) ? q∗ ) computes the angle between q and q*.
The kinematic error metrics, Dr and Dq can subsequently be computed as:
Dr = ||r̂? − r||

(5.2)

Dq = ∠ (conj(q) ? q̂? )

(5.3)

Wrench error metrics
Measured forces and moments provide metrics that quantify inconsistency with
the constraint model, Φ. By computing the Lagrange multipliers individually for
each measurement (see Section 4.2), a force and moment error can be written as the
residual of the virtual work equations previously defined in equations (3.5) and
(3.6). The values are normalized with respect to the measured forces and moments
to remove a dependence on magnitude:
Ef = ||ΦTr λ + f||/||f||

(5.4)

En = ||ΦTπ λ + n||/||n||

(5.5)

Combined error metric
For model selection, there is a desire to create a single metric capable of disambiguation between candidate models. Any sort of weighted sum of the individual
error metrics contains inherent bias dependent on the range of motion and level of
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applied forces and moments. To circumvent this, we introduce a combined error
metric (CE) that looks at how many samples of the constrained motion are above
the measurement error for each of the individual metrics (defined as pSE , qSE , fSE ,
nSE ).:


(Dr (n) > pSE )



X
+
(D
(n)
>
q
)
q
SE


CE =
(5.6)

+1


+
(E
(n)
>
f
)
f
SE
n 

+ (En (n) > nSE )
Section 7.3 demonstrates setting the threshold for each of the error metrics
based on an estimate of the experimental setup accuracy. One tally is added to each
model’s combined error after the entire tallying process to allow conversion to a
likelihood metric without the issue of division by zero.
CE(m)−1
Lˆm = P
−1
m CE(m)

5.2

(5.7)

Model Generality and Penalization

When considering only kinematics, it is very likely that multiple models will fit a
constrained motion well. This is because a demonstration may be consistent with
models of varying complexity. Consider a demonstration of an axial constraint as
shown in Fig 5.1.
While the motion follows an exact axial path, the position and orientation data
is also consistent with the more general model of a plane. This suggests the use of a
penalized likelihood such as AIC/BIC which corrects for issues with more general
models (2; 67). When including wrench measurements, the motion contains forces
that are inconsistent with the planar model allowing for proper detection without
the use of penalization. While there are extreme cases where a set of pose and
wrench measurements may be consistent with two different models, it is highly
unlikely to occur in actual measurements. So while it may make sense to penalize a
kinematic model selection, our method which incorporates a force and moment
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Figure 5.1: Demonstration of axial motion (green) that is also fit by a planar constraint
(blue) . The kinematic data contains no data inconsistent with the planar model.
Wrench measurements include forces in a direction that cannot be described by the
planar model.

error does not require penalization. Section 7.3 explains construction of a penalized
kinematic metric and compares the kinematic, penalized kinematic, and combined
error methods.

5.3

Null Hypothesis

The fitting and model selection procedures determine the best model that matches
the data for a particular segment. Sometimes there just may not be a constraint at
all. In such cases a Null Hypothesis is used and described as follows.
An error threshold for each error metric (position, orientation, force and moment) is applied to each sample in the segment and contribute to cumulative tallies
Vr , Vq , Vf and Vn . A tally is awarded when the error is more than the threshold.
The thresholds are set above the system’s measurement noise. If the percentage
of cumulative tallies for any metric is greater than an acceptable maximum per-
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centage, the segment is discarded. Additionally, any segment consisting of only
a few samples will easily fit a given model, but does not lend to confidence that
the data is actually constrained. For example, if the segment is only two points,
the prismatic relaxed model will always fit with zero error. To avoid this case, we
discard segments of very short duration (in our work, less than or equal to five
samples). The implemented numerical values of the thresholds are described in
table 7.3 in chapter 7.
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6

Segmentation

There is no strict pattern for when constraints occur in a demonstration. A demonstration may contain a single constraint, multiple different constraints, or may visit
the constraint multiple times. Free space motion may occur in-between two different constraint interactions or sometimes the motion might directly transition
between different constraints. Regression and model selection requires predetermined locations of the constraints. While user-specified segmentation is possible,
it might be desirable to make the process automatic to avoid training users how to
segment.
Prior work has explored the segmentation problem. Appendix A (69) describes
a way to use the frequency content in force and moment signals to infer actions
in demonstrations. This is not applicable to constraint interaction as constraint
interaction may not produce sufficient vibratory excitation. One approach (70) is
to fit each constraint type over a small sliding window. Similar constraint fits are
clustered over the entire demonstration to determine the constraints over the entire
demonstration. However this is computationally expensive and limited to simple
constraint models. It also requires significant tuning of heuristics by the user. This
approach is described in appendix B. CHAMP (50) uses change point detection
to determine constraint locations and can detect transitions between constraints
without free-space motion, but this method is limited to simple models. Another
approach is to use a generic action recognition approach.
The method used in this work exploits measured reaction forces that occur when
interacting with constraints. If a measured force exceeds a specified threshold (e.g.
twice the measurement noise of the system), then a constraint could be present. The
result is a Boolean list of contiguous samples indicating possible constrained motion
segments and free space motion segments. One caveat of this simple segmentation
method is that free space motion must occur between each constraint interaction.
While our experimental demonstrations are designed to meet this assumption,
other methods that identify transitions between constraints or that incorporate
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multiple constraints within a single model could be considered as future work.
Motions other than constraint interaction can register forces such as in the case
of gravity or accelerating inertias. As a result, this segmentation approach is highly
susceptible to false positive segments. To compensate for this, we consider that
an identified segment may or may not represent constrained motion. Incorrect
segments are removed by applying a Null Hypothesis described in section 5.3.
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7

Experimental Evaluation of Constraint Inference

The constraint inference approach is evaluated with three experiments:
• An evaluation of model fitting using pose and wrench measurements, that
shows that high degree of freedom models can be fit with shorter demonstrations when incorporating wrench measurements. (Section 7.2)
• An evaluation of model selection that shows improved accuracy using the
combined error metric and penalization. (Section 7.3)
• An evaluation of the complete constraint inference method on a situated
demo consisting of an espresso making task. (Section 7.4)

7.1

Experimental setup

Experimental data was collected from 9 participants recruited from the university
student population. Subjects use instrumented tongs (56) (described in chapter 2)
which are equipped with ATI mini40 force-torque sensors and Opti-track motion
capture markers to perform demonstrations. The instrumented tongs, provide
measured position, orientation, force, and moment trajectories sampled at 120 Hz
(after appropriate resampling and filtering).
When the tongs grasp objects in the environment, there is relative slip between
the tongs and the grasped object. Therefore constraint models that do not incorporate orientation constraints are considered when using pose measurements from
the tongs. These correspond to prismatic relaxed, planar relaxed and axial relaxed constraints. When orientation of the constrained body is important, a motion capture
coordinate frame is attached to the object to track its precise position and orientation. Applied forces and moments measured from the tongs are transformed to this
coordinate frame. The constraints where orientation is important are point-on-plane,
point-on-line, prismatic, axial and planar constraints.
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Figure 7.1: Physical constraints used in experiment.

An experimental test bed with different physical constraints, shown in Fig. B.6,
was constructed. Each constraint has a grasp location where participants use to
grasp and manipulate the constraint.

7.2

Influence of wrench data when fitting constraint
models

An experiment to evaluate fit accuracy as a function of demonstration duration was
conducted. Participants interacted with each physical constraint on the test bed.
Two 10 second demonstrations were recorded per constraint. For each constraint,
randomly sampled contiguous segments of data of different lengths were fit to
the corresponding constraint model. A fit error that uses the position error metric
described in equation (5.2) is computed. A more detailed description of the fit error
and acceptable error for each model is described in 7.2.
Fig. 7.2 shows a regression analysis for constraints with large number of degrees
of freedom. Fit accuracy as a function of contiguous samples is evaluated. For
models with high degrees of freedom (point-on-plane - 5 DOF, planar relaxed - 4 DOF,
planar - 3 DOF, and point-on-line - 4 DOF) considerably fewer samples of kinematic
and wrench data are required to fit models.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between fit accuracy in meters (see section 7.2) verses
number of contiguous samples in a demonstration for high degree of freedom
models. Fitting with kinematic and wrench measurements [green line]. Fitting with
kinematic measurements [red line]. Shaded regions correspond to the first standard
deviation about the mean. Constraints with higher degrees of freedom converge
with fewer number of samples when wrench measurements are incorporated during
the fitting process.
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Wrench measurements provide additional information and compensate for
degenerate kinematic information that occur in short demonstrations allowing
a constraint to be fit with fewer samples. Fig. 7.3 shows a comparison between
fitting the planar relaxed constraint model with pose and wrench measurements for
a particular participant’s demonstration. Short demonstrations on the planar relaxed
constraint may consist of primarily linear motion which leads to degenerate planes
when fitting with only kinematic data. Motion in a straight line will not completely
determine the orientation of the plane as many different planes may fit the same
line.

Figure 7.3: An example demonstration of the planar relaxed constraint from Demonstrator 6. Using a small portion in the demonstration (cyan) of 0.2 seconds fitting
with only kinematic data (red plane) does not produce the correct model. Including
reaction wrenches in the analysis fits a better plane (green) to the demonstration.
For models with fewer degrees of freedom such as the prismatic, axial rotation,
axial relaxed, and planar constraints, the wrench method yields similar results to the
kinematic-only fitting method. This is expected since high numbers of kinematic
constraints lead to many directions of admissible forces and moments which limits
the utility in fitting. For example, in the prismatic model, there is only a single
degree of freedom that is not constrained. However, this is the direction of motion
which is also the direction in which friction occurs. Since we assume that forces in
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this direction could be friction, they are removed. The remaining two directions
are acceptable reaction forces. As a result, there is no additional information added
from including wrench measurements in fitting for this model. Fig. 7.4 shows a
regression analysis of number of samples verses fit error for the constraints with
a small number of degrees of freedom. The axial relaxed and axial rotation models
have high nonlinearity and sometimes the fits are incorrect due to convergence to a
local minimum. This explains the large standard deviation for both models even
when using a large number of samples.
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Figure 7.4: Fit accuracy in meter (see section 7.2) verses number of contiguous
samples in a demonstration for each constraint. Fitting with kinematic and wrench
measurements [green line]. Fitting with kinematic measurements [red line]. Shaded
regions correspond to the first standard deviation about the mean. Constraints
with lower degrees of freedom do not benefit when wrench measurements are
incorporated during the fitting process.
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In this experimental setup, the orientations of forces are derived from motion
capture orientation measurements. As a result, the force and moment errors tend
to be higher based on the propagated orientation error. This can be seen in the
increased noise floor for the wrench fitting method in the regression plots (i.e. the
wrench method converges to a higher error than the kinematic method). While this
is a product of the experimental setup, it demonstrates that it may still be beneficial
to consider using kinematic fitting for constraints where the force and moments
add little information (e.g. prismatic constraint) to avoid cases when the forces and
moments have a significant noise floor and to simplify the dimensionality of the
non-linear optimization.
Wrench measurements improve fitting of models with high degrees of freedom
over short demonstration duration. They help in situations when kinematic information is insufficient to completely define the constraint model. For constraint
models with high degrees of freedom we recommend that wrench measurements
are incorporated in the fitting process. For models with low degrees of freedom,
wrench measurements can be omitted to speedup computation time and remove
complexity in the optimization process.

Evaluation of fit error
Each fit was evaluated against either a) the entire recorded demonstration or b) an
independent demonstration recorded with the experimenter. The demonstration
used to evaluate the fit is referred to as the ground truth demonstration. The independent ground truth demonstration was used for the point-on-plane and point-on-line
constraint models because in some user demonstrations, the entire demonstration’s
data was insufficient to fit the constraint model to the true constraint and would
resulted in degenerate fits. A limitation of the the ground truth demonstration
is that it may incorporate an error of up to 1 cm due to the inability to accurately
reproduce the configuration of the constraint during ground truth recording.
An error of 1 cm is expected for the relaxed constraint models since the pose of
the constraint is measured using the tongs and the tongs grasp gradually slips
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during the course of the entire demonstration. All other models are tracked using an independent motion capture frame which has an advertised accuracy of a
millimeter.
Fit error plots for Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.4 are generated by aggregating results from
all 144 demonstrations (9 demonstrators X 2 demonstrations per constraint X 8
constraint models). Each demonstrator performs two 10 second demonstrations of
each constraint type. Participants were instructed to interact with the constraint
without violating the constraint (e.g. not lifting the planar constraint object off of
the plane). The point on plane and constraints requires orientation information to
fit the constraint models appropriately. Participants were instructed to move their
wrist more during these constraint interactions.
Multiple demonstration lengths are selected from the demonstration and evaluated against all the samples of the ground truth demonstration. 5 randomly
sampled contiguous segments from each demonstration are selected per segment
length. The length of segments are logarithmicly spaced from 2 to 256 samples. The
mean fit error and first standard deviation are reported where the line indicates the
mean and the shaded area indicates the bounds on the first standard deviation. The
fit error for each fit is calculated using the position error metric computed using
equation (5.2). The average of the per sample error (across the whole ground truth
demonstration) is used to compute an individual fit error.

7.3

Evaluation of Model Selection

The error tallying method described in equation (5.6) requires thresholds for each
of the error metrics. The metric values are set based on an estimate of the data collection accuracy. The force and moment error represent the component orthogonal
to the permissible force and moment directions. Since the errors are normalized
with respect to the measured force and moment, the formulation is the equivalent
to evaluating the sine of the angle between the measured and error vectors. This
relationship is illustrated for the planar constraint in Fig. 7.5. The error for the force
and moment is set to the same angle as the orientation error (2 degrees). The force
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and moment is then sin(2◦ ) ≈ 0.06. The full list of parameter values is provided in
table 7.3.

Figure 7.5: The force error measures the orthogonal direction to the permissible
force direction. As a result, the normalized residual error resembles the sine of the
angle between the measurement and fit normal force. This is demonstrated for a
planar model.

We construct a penalized kinematic selection method for comparison that is
similar to that of Akaike. In the case of our constraint formulation, a combination
of degrees of freedom and model parameters provides a better analog to model
generality than the model parameters alone. The penalized likelihood metric is
defined as follows:
m = arg min(αDOF(m) + βk − ln L(m))

(7.1)

m

where DOF refers to the kinematic degrees of freedom of a model and k is the
number of model parameters (Corresponding values for the constraint models
used in this paper are provided in table 3.4. Eighty training demonstrations are
performed (10 per constraint model) to fit the weighted parameters α and β.The
training set accuracy of the kinematic method is maximized with α = 1.69 and
β = 0.40 (accuracy: 0.65).
Using data from the 9 participants, model selection is compared between the
kinematic, penalized kinematic, and combined error methods. Demonstrations are
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split into 3.33 second segments (sufficient samples for fitting). Since the demonstrations are sufficiently long, all demonstrations are fit with kinematic data. Since
model selection is requisite on the constraint being properly fit, fits that do not
match the performed constraint are manually discarded. We consider the eight
constraint models from Fig. 8.2. Choice of these models, some of which are highly
similar (e.g. planar and planar relaxed), intentionally complicates the selection process and allows for a finer comparison between methods. The results appear in Fig.
7.6.

Figure 7.6: Comparison between kinematic and combined methods for model
selection. The use of a penalized likelihood greatly improves kinematic model
selection, but the method incorporating wrench measurements has a much higher
overall classification.
In the kinematic-only tallying method, misses can be attributed to model generality. For example, the axial relaxed constraint is always identified as planar relaxed.
When only kinematic measurements are considered, this is a likely case. There is
always a plane that can describe an axial motion and moreover any small errors
in the position might still be consistent with the plane model, but not necessarily
with the axial model. Two other models, (planar constraint and prismatic constraint),
are consistently misidentified as their relaxed versions. As a reminder, the relaxed
version of the constraint does not enforce a rigid orientation. Similar to the previous
case, any small errors when the orientation is rigid favor the relaxed model in the
selection process. The kinematic method also misidentifies the rigid axial constraint
as a point on line constraint. In this case, both models do not receive any tallies
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and as a result, the selection is arbitrary based on the order in which the models
are selected. Penalization of the kinematic method increases classification accuracy
from 0.52 to 0.73 correcting for many of the issues with the general model. However,
even with correction, the axial relaxed model is still identified as a planar relaxed
constraint.
Use of the combined error greatly improves the classification accuracy (0.87).
The only model that is consistently misidentified is the prismatic relaxed constraint.
In most cases, the identified model is the rigid version of the constraint. The relaxed
model does not enforce an orientation which consequently means there can be no
generated moments. When a participant interacts with the tongs, the grip can slip
leading to changes in orientation, but for the most part, the generated moments
and rigidity may be more consistent with the rigid model. As such, these cases are
not necessarily even misses and more represent cases of demonstrations that fall
between the two models.
Threshold
Position
Orientation
Force
Moment
Null Hypothesis Max %

Value
2 mm
2 deg
sin(2◦ ) ≈ 0.06
sin(2◦ ) ≈ 0.06
0.75

Table 7.1: Threshold values for error tallying

7.4

Situated Demonstration

We evaluate our system on a proof-of-concept situated task. The task involves
preparing an espresso using the instrumented tongs as an input device. Fig. 1.5
shows the experimental setup.
1. The demonstrator first slides an espresso cup under the espresso machine
spout (planar-relaxed constraint).
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2. The demonstrator then uses the instrumented tongs to pull out a drawer
(prismatic-relaxed constraint) containing a single coffee pod.
3. Using the tongs the demonstrator carries the pod to the espresso machine
and places the pod inside.
4. Finally the demonstrator uses the tongs to close the lever (axial-relaxed constraint) of the espresso machine.
Using the system described in this paper, the demonstration is parsed for the
three possible constraint models: planar relaxed, prismatic relaxed, and axial relaxed
constraints. The three relaxed models are used as the instrumented tongs have slip
directions and do not enforce a rigid orientation when grasping the constrained
objects. The two 1-DOF models, prismatic relaxed and axial relaxed models are fit
using the kinematic method, to avoid the increased noise floor of the experimental
setup.
The results of the constraint inference are in Fig. 7.7. The system correctly
identifies 37 out of the 48 constraints in 18 demonstrations (2 per participant). Note
that there are only 48 constraints because in 6 demonstrations, the participants
lifted the cup rather than sliding it, so there is no planar motion constraint.
The espresso setup evaluates the method on a realistic task where the constraints
may not be as precise as the constraints in the earlier experiments. For example, the
drawer used for linear motion is plastic and has 1.5cm on play in its constrained
motion. Additionally, the espresso machine lever (axial relaxed constraint) can be
difficult to grasp leading to some demonstrations that do not resemble axial motion.
As expected, a few constraint interactions were misclassified by model selection or
rejected by the null hypothesis. In spite of the imprecise constraints, the system
correctly infers a majority of the constraints.
The null hypothesis was successful in rejecting non-constrained motion that
exceeded the force threshold, such as when participants hold the coffee pod and
accelerate towards the espresso maker. In the 18 demonstrations, the null hypothesis
also rejected 20 of these motions.
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Figure 7.7: Confusion matrix of the end-to-end system on 18 espresso making
demonstrations (9 participants, 2 trials, 3 potential constraints per task). In 6
demonstrations, the participant lifted the cup rather than sliding it, so there was
no planar constraint to be detected (*).

Fig. 1.5 shows the results for one of the participants where the method is
successful. Our approach correctly selected the model 77% of the time. It identified
the correct locations of constraints rejecting 20 extraneous segments through the
null hypothesis. Correctly inferred constraints were all correctly fit (as shown in
Fig 1.5). Constraints were identified using a single demonstration in which the
demonstrator performed them naturally with minimal instruction.
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8

Robust robot replay using identified constraints

Robots are frequently required to interact with physical constraints. For example, a
robot may need to wipe a table, actuate levers and knobs when tending a machine,
or open a dishwasher door to pull out its rack. Some tasks may require following
known paths precisely such as when drawing against a whiteboard. A key challenge
of physical constraint interaction is that physical constraints impart restrictions
to the objects that interact with them. A task may require following a path along
the constraint precisely while robustly interacting with the physical constraint.
Hybrid position - force control (or hybrid control) is used when robots interact
with these physical constraints because it provides robustness to variations in the
known location of the physical constraint as well as the possibility of applying
controlled forces against the constraint. Hybrid control achieves this by applying
position control along unconstrained degrees of freedom and force control along
constrained degrees of freedom of the physical constraint. Consequently, hybrid
control requires the physical locations of the task geometry which may not be easy
to measure (e.g. the location of an oblique planar surface) and may also require
operators trained in the use of hybrid control.
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Figure 8.1: a. A human demonstrator draws on a whiteboard using instrumented tongs designed to record demonstrations. The demonstrator first draws
a G then using the straight edge draws a line and finally draws a circle around
the G. b. The demonstration is segmented and annotated by inferring the geometric constraints in the demonstration. c. Using the inferred constraints and
annotated demonstration, the robot performs the task by matching the kinematic motion closely while maintaining appropriate contact forces against the
board.

We introduce an approach that simplifies the creation of constraint-aware, hybrid control for tasks that involve following a prescribed path along a geometric
constraint. Our approach enables robust replay of a provided human demonstration
by transforming it into a robot program that uses constraint-aware, hybrid control
where appropriate. Our work builds on recent methods for inferring geometric
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constraints in recorded demonstrations and couples them to standard hybrid position - force control methods available on industrial robots. The key challenge
is to automatically adapt the information available from the demonstration into
a form usable by the controller available on the robot. Our key idea is that we
can use inferred constraint geometry to set the frame of the hybrid position - force
controller and to generate feasible kinematic trajectories that are consistent with
the constraint. This allows our method to apply correct forces in the constrained
directions and match kinematic goals in unconstrained directions.
We apply our approach to implement robust replay of a single recorded human
demonstration that involve physical constraints. Given a recording of human
movements, our approach allows a robot to reproduce the movements closely while
being robust to perturbations in geometry and reproduce forces that are important
to the task. For example, given a recording of a person drawing with a marker, our
methods allow the robot to reproduce the drawing, applying appropriate forces
to adequately maintain contact between the marker and drawing surface while
being robust to changes in position of the drawing surface, or imperfections in its
smoothness.
Our method decomposes a recording of a human performing a task into subtasks, identifies which subtasks have constraints, determines the type and geometric
parameters of these constraints, computes a feasible robot trajectory that follows the
demonstration subject to the constraints, and creates a program that executes the
trajectory using hybrid position - force control to provide robust, constraint-aware
execution of tasks segments where appropriate. We infer the kinematic constraint
using using the approach elaborated in prior chapters and use the inferred constraint to determine the parameters of hybrid position - force control. We extend
RelaxedIK(58) for feasible trajectory generation, introducing Constraint Augmented
RelaxedIK (CaRIK), a novel solver that generates feasible trajectories against geometric constraints while avoiding singularities, self and known object collisions, and
joint position limits while following paths closely. We build on available hybrid
position - force control methods (9) to achieve robust interaction with the constraint.
The result is an approach that can take a single human demonstration of the task as
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input and allows a robot to replay the task in a manner that matches the kinematic
tool path closely, applies appropriate contact forces, and is robust to changes in the
constraining objects or imperfections in execution.
Hybrid position - force control allows the creation of robust control policies. Our
work shows that it is possible to apply such robust control by inferring constraints
from a single demonstration. Potential advantages of such an approach include
reducing the need for multiple demonstrations, avoiding multiple robot trials
required for learning and an explicit representation of the constraints that improve
user interpretability. We demonstrate our approach with a variety of constraint
types, and provide empirical evidence of its ability to achieve robust execution.

8.1

Related Work

Learning by demonstration (3) aims to teach robots through observations of humans demonstrating tasks. A robot can be taught new tasks either using multiple
demonstrations or a single demonstration. Multiple demonstrations are used for
generalization - the robot learns to perform a task by fitting a general model to
several demonstrations as in (72) and (39). In the case of a single demonstration
(one-shot learning), the robot is equipped to recognize and perform actions that
form the building blocks of complex tasks as similar to (54). In this work, a single
demonstration of a complex task is replayed robustly through inferring geometric
constraints so hybrid control may be applied.
Physical tasks may be learned using models that generalize multiple human
demonstrations. Rozo et al. (61), use hidden markov models (HMM) and gaussian
mixture regression (GMR) to learn robot policies. A similar approach by Kalakrishnan et al. (31), uses Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMPs) coupled with Path
Integrals (PI2 ) to learn a policy using reinforcement learning. These approaches
may be applied to various different types of tasks but require multiple demonstrations and training. Our approach uses a single demonstration to robustly follow
a path closely. It is capable of following large scale complex paths using a single
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human demonstration which may not be possible with the above approaches. It
also infers geometric constraints enabling the use hybrid control.
General constraint models may be estimated in a human demonstration to create robot programs. Berenson et al. (7), represented constraints as Task Space
Regions (TSRs) which are subsets of SE(3) describing the permissible end effector configuration. Li et al. (41), encoded task manifolds as a Constrained Object
Manipulation (COM) task. Englert et al. (17), learn motions under contact using
inverse KKT, setting up the constraint learning problem by learning cost functions
that solve an optimal control problem. Armesto et al. (4; 5), estimate both linear
constraints as well as the null space policy for the robot with a fast closed form
solution. This technique may be limited to linear, planar and surface constraints
as well as require more data because their method enables generalization and
retargeting to other similar constraint surfaces. In (65) probabilistic models are
used to learn torque controllers for kinematic and force constraints from multiple
human demonstrations. While all these methods learn the geometric constraint
through a generalizable model, they require a significant amount of information
to determine the constraint. Though our method lacks the ability to generalize
to arbitrarily shaped constraint models, it only requires a single demonstration to
replay tasks consisting of standard geometric constraints robustly.
Standard geometric constraints such as prismatic, planar or point contact constraints
and others may be inferred from human demonstrations. C-Learn by Perez-D’Arpino
and Shah (54), uses different grasp approaches and key-frames to determine standard geometry such as prismatic constraints, posture constraints, and Task Space
Regions(TSRs). This approach provides a semantic constraint representation but
can only identify simple constraints such as lines and postures of the robot. It also
requires user specified segmentation of motion. In Subramani et al. (70), simple
geometric constraints such as lines, arcs and planes are inferred using position and
force information. Replaying human demonstrations involving contacts between
known polyhedral, cylindrical, and spherical tools and the environment has been
explored in detail (45; 15). This approach estimates the contact state in a contact
graph with prior information about the kind of contacts, the tool, and environment
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geometry that occur in the task. In contrast, our method does not estimate contact states. It estimates geometric constraints in the demonstration with no prior
knowledge of the environment or tool geometry.
Planning robot motion over a constraint is a hard problem (7; 66; 26) which involves
generating robot trajectories over constraints autonomously. In contrast, this work
tries to match the demonstrated tool path closely such as in (58) and (43) . Motion
planning languages involving geometric constraints, such as eTaSL/eTC (1) or (63),
provide a means to program robots to perform complex tasks involving geometric
constraints. However they require specification of the task and it’s corresponding
parameters which may not be possible for novice users.
Execution of robot motion under the influence of a known constraint is a widely explored topic in robotics. Hybrid position - force control (also termed as impedance
control, compliance control or admittance control depending on the robot hardware and implementation) (57; 33; 75), which is commercially available on many
collaborative robotic platforms from KUKA, Rethink Robotics, Universal Robotics,
Kinova and others is used when robots are programmed to interact physically with
the environment. The robot programmer uses the task space formalism concept
(9) to specify the hybrid controller parameters when programming these commercial robots. This involves complex specification of hybrid control parameters that
depend on the geometry of the task which may not be trivial to specify. Our work
performs this specification automatically with minimal user input (apart from the
demonstration itself) by setting the appropriate hybrid control parameters for the
task by inferring the constraint.
There are two ways to program robots to perform these physical actions, a)
through a careful modeling approach or b) through a generalization approach.
Some physical actions can easily be modeled analytically and robot motion control
algorithms may be developed around these models. For example, consider the
action of wiping a white board. The model may consist of the equation of the
plane, the trajectory of the robot tool against the plane, and the kinematics of the
robot. The properties of the model map directly to existing robot motion control
algorithms such as path planning or hybrid control. A generalization approach
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would correspond to using a general purpose model that is fit to the task using
prior experience.1
Generalization approaches make sense when it is intractable to model the physical task. (For example, the fine motor manipulation of objects in an anthropomorphic robot hand(52).) These result in robot policies that are difficult to interpret by
humans but enable robots to learn and execute complex physical actions.

8.2

Salient features of approach

The problem of robustly replaying human demonstrations involving geometric
constraints with minimal user input is tackled here. Robustness is achieved by
using inferred geometry from the demonstration to calculate the appropriate hybrid
position - force control. We infer geometric constraints using the method described
in this work which is an extension of (71). We incorporate RelaxedIK (58) a purely
kinematic method that generates feasible joint trajectories under the influence of
multiple kinematic goals. Combining constraint inference from (71), trajectory generation from RelaxedIK and hybrid position - force control provides a robust approach
to constrained motion replay called Constraint Augmented RelaxedIK. Our solution
involves the following:
1. A human demonstrator uses a hand-held instrumented tool to record a task
consisting of geometric constraints. The tool records positions, orientations,
forces and moments during the demonstration.
2. The type and locations of the geometric constraints in the demonstration are
inferred using the approach elaborated earlier in this document similar to our
prior work in (71). The constraint frames (similar to the Task Frame Formalism
described in (9)), which succinctly describes the degrees of freedom of a
constraint, is determined from the inferred constraint models.
1

A significant portion of teaching by demonstration literature focuses on task generalization
from human demonstrations. Dynamic movement primitives are a popular tool to trajectory generalization (72; 12; 25; 49; 27; 31; 51; 34; 47; 36; 10). Other models include using Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMM) (32) and deep neural networks (22)
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3. Joint trajectories compatible with the constraint are generated using Constraint
Augmented RelaxedIK (CaRIK) so paths on the constraint may be followed
closely. CaRIK builds on RelaxedIK (58) which generates kinematically feasible
joint trajectories that follow a demonstrated path.
4. The generated kinematic trajectory is augmented with hybrid position - force
control (hybrid control) informed by the constraint frame. Hybrid control
provides robustness during constraint interaction.
The framework is embedded in a simple programming construct called a behavior list. Actions are inferred from a human demonstration and converted into a
series of behaviors. These behaviors map to joint trajectories and hybrid position force control settings which are standard features on many commercially available
robotic platforms.

8.3

Mathematical framework

Constraint frame from a geometric constraint model
The degrees of freedom of many standard geometric constraints may be represented by a coordinate frame which we call the constraint frame. The constraint frame
specifies the directions of motion degrees of freedom and constrained degrees of
freedom of the constraint.
Consider the prismatic constraint (e.g. pulling out a drawer). The prismatic
constraint has one unconstrained degree of freedom along its axis of translation. The
constraint frame for this constraint may be configured such that the frame’s z-axis is
aligned with the constraint’s axis of translation.
The axis of translation can be generated by applying a general displacement (i.e.
translation and rotation) transformation of the z coordinate axis:
1. translating the z axis in the x-y plane
2. rotating the translated axis about the origin.
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We represent the rotation transformation using two exponential coordinates
w = [wx , wy , 0] ∈ R2 corresponding to ew̃ ∈ SO(3), the exponential map, which is
equivalent to a rotation matrix with an axis of rotation in the x-y plane. Rodrigues’
rotation formula (48) is used to compute ew̃ . Two coordinates d = [dx , dy , 0] ∈ R2
are used to represent the translation of the axis. The coordinates w and d are used
to locate the axis of translation and in turn the constraint frame. Other geometric
constraints may be represented by the constraint frame using a similar development.
The constraint frame informs the parameters of hybrid position - force control.
Hybrid control allows specifying position or force control along each coordinate
axis at the end effector of the robot. Position control is required along the motion
degrees of freedom while force control is required along the constrained degrees
of freedom for desirable robot interaction.

Inferring the constraint model
Geometric constraints are inferred from a recorded human demonstration. A
recording tool is used to record the demonstration. We abstract the demonstration
as a 6-degree of freedom rigid trajectory of the tool parameterized by p ∈ SE(3)
space. When the recording tool is attached to the constraint, it slides along the
motion degrees of freedom of the constraint.
The type and location of the geometric constraints are inferred using the approach described in earlier chapters. This provides the geometric constraints in the
form of equation (3.1). Figure 8.2 shows the orientation of the constraint frame that
our approach infers from the identified constraint for each constraint type.

Robot replay against identified constraint
RelaxedIK (58) is a method to generate kinematically feasible joint trajectories that
follow a demonstrated path closely in free space. RelaxedIK is a purely kinematic
method and is only applicable to free space motion replay. It is an optimization
based inverse kinematics solver which uses a weighted sum of objectives to solve
the feasible inverse kinematics problem:
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Θ = arg min f(θ) s.t. ci (θ) > 0, ce (θ) = 0
θ

(8.1)
li 6 Θi 6 ui , ∀i

where ci (θ) is a set of inequality constraints, ce (θ) is a set of equality constraints, li
and ui values define the upper and lower bounds for the robot’s joints, and f is an
objective function.
f(θ) =

k
X

wi fi (θ)

(8.2)

i=1

where wi is a static weight value for each term, and fi (θ) is an objective-term
function that encodes a single sub-goal. These sub-goals (described in detail in (58))
correspond to avoiding self and known object collisions, kinematic singularities
and generating smooth motions while following the demonstrated paths closely.
We extend RelaxedIK in this work to create Constraint Augmented RelaxedIK
(CaRIK) which is capable of following paths against a geometric constraint. When
the robot replays the motion recorded by the tool, the end effector takes the place of
the measurement tool. Thus the end effector must satisfy the geometric constraint.
The forward kinematics FK(θ) provide the end effector configuration of the robot:
p = FK(θ)

(8.3)

where θ ∈ Rn represents the n joint angles of the robot. The end effector must
satisfy the constraint. Combining (3.1) and (8.3):
Φ(FK(θ)) = 0

(8.4)

The robot must follow the recorded path closely while maintaining engagement
with the constraint.
To enforce the end effector configuration to the constraint, equations (3.1) and
(8.3) are combined to create a new objective and added to (8.2) with an appropriate
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Figure 8.2: Geometric constraints used in this work. The frame depicts the axes
for force control (red solid) and position control (green dotted). Straight lines
indicate linear DOF whereas ovals indicate rotational DOF.
weight wgc to create fCaRIK :
fgc (θ) = Φ(FK(θ))T Φ(FK(θ))
fCaRIK (θ) = wgc fgc (θ) + fRIK (θ)

(8.5)

where fRIK represents the objectives defined in equation (8.2).

8.4

Robust constrained motion replay system

The robust replay system records a human demonstration and replays the motions
on a robot with minimal user input. The individual actions in the demonstration are
identified and converted into robot behaviors. The corresponding joint trajectories
and hybrid control parameters are inferred and computed from the demonstration
automatically for each behavior. These behaviors are assembled in series to create
a robot program called a Behavior List.
The demonstration is first segmented by inspecting the forces and moments.
The action recognition approach outlined in (69) and described in appendix A is
used to identify gripper actions. Thresholding of the reaction forces/moments is
used to segment the motions into free space motion and constrained motion. The
system requires free space motion between constraint interactions. For example, in
Figure 8.1 the three constraint interactions, two point on plane and one point on line
have free space motion in between them. We assume that the free space motions are
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mainly used to set up the constrained actions. The constraints are first processed
and then the free space motion is adapted accordingly.
The generated behavior list is executed on the robot as follows. A path is planned
to a position a few seconds before the constraint interaction occurs. From this point
forward, the path is followed by the robot in position control mode (free space
motion behavior) until just before it comes in contact with the constraint. The robot
end effector is set to have compliance and comes in contact with the constraint (safe
contact transition behavior). Once the robot comes in contact with the constraint,
the robot follows the path of the recording tool along the constraint in hybrid
control mode (constrained motion behavior). The safe contact transition behavior
is applied again when retracting from the constraint. The process is repeated for
the remainder of the constraints. These behaviors are described in detail as follows:

Free space motion behavior
The free space motion behavior corresponds to moving the robot end effector in joint
space position control so it follows a prescribed trajectory. The robot joint angle
trajectories for this behavior are created using RelaxedIK.

Safe contact transition behavior
This behavior corresponds to safely transitioning between free space and constrained motion. This is achieved by following the approach/retract trajectory
using RelaxedIK and applying compliance control with moderate stiffness.
Transitioning between motion in free-space to motion over a constraint must
be performed safely. The robot should approach the constraint from the right
direction and come in contact applying safe levels of force. Small errors in the
known location of the constraint may cause the robot to come in contact with the
constraint before the free space motion trajectory is completed. During this time, if
the robot is commanded in position control mode, contact with the constraint will
cause the robot to exert large forces against the constraint. To prevent this, the robot
is commanded in compliance control with moderate stiffness (end effector simulates
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a spring) to simulate position control with a compliance at the end effector. This
enables safe contact with the constraint even in the presence of small errors in the
system.

Constrained motion behavior
The inferred geometric constraint is used to create robust robot motion against the
constraint. The constrained motion behavior is generated by applying Constraint
Augmented RelaxedIK described in section 8.3 which creates kinematically consistent
motion with appropriate hybrid position - force control. The parameters of the
hybrid position - force controller is a frame with modes describing the choice of
position/compliance or force control along the task space axes (position and orientation axes). From the inferred constraint, our method extracts the constraint frame
which informs the motion and constrained degrees of freedom of the constraint.
This enables the hybrid controller to apply force control along the constrained
degrees of freedom and position control along motion degrees of freedom. The constraint frame provides sufficient information to configure the hybrid position - force
controller for robust interaction with the constraint. This enables the precise replay
of large scale trajectories against a constraint and apply recorded forces/moments
to maintain contact and robust interaction with the constraint.
In contrast, a pure kinematic approach that does not infer the constraint and
set appropriate hybrid control will result in undesirable behavior. Factors such
as sensor errors, rigid registration errors between coordinate frames of sensors,
ideal interpretations of non-ideal objects in the real world (a white board that
has slight imperfections represented as a plane), etc., prevent a pure kinematic
approach. Closing a kinematic chain between the robot end effector and a physical
constraint in pure position control is not advisable because even small errors may
cause undesirable interaction between the robot and the constraint. Our approach
solves this problem by applying forces/moments along the rigid directions of the
constraint. The constraint in turn enforces the appropriate position/orientation
(rather than the position controller) of the robot.
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8.5

Experimental Setup

Figure 8.3: a. Instrumented tongs described in chapter 2 - a hand held device
used to record human demonstrations. Motion capture markers measure the
location of the tool and force torque sensors measure interaction forces and moments. b. Marker end effector tool c. A whiteboard eraser end effector tool.

We constructed a Teaching by Demonstration system to evaluate our robust constrained motion replay approach. The system records a human demonstration
using instrumented tongs, recognizes actions in the demonstration and creates a
robot program through the generation of a behavior list automatically with minimal
user intervention.

Equipment
Custom-made instrumented tongs described in chapter 2 are is used to record
human demonstrations. Two ATI Mini40 force torque sensors are affixed to the
tongs grasping surface to measure the forces during grasp and OptiTrack - Motion
Capture Markers are attached to capture the motion of the tongs.
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Figure 8.4: The various constraints evaluated. Row 1: The human demonstration of the constrained task. Row 2: Inference of the constraint in the demonstration. The transparent blue shapes indicate the inferred geometry. The white
line represents the samples of the demonstration associated with the constraint.
The green line represents the free-space motion. Row 3: The robot executing
the task.

A Rethink Robotics’ Sawyer robot was used to execute the recorded tasks. Custom end effector tools were designed to allow the Sawyer robot to grasp and/or
interact with different types of constraints. Figure 8.3 shows these tools.

Hybrid position - force control on the Sawyer robot
Motions were programmed using the Sawyer’s hybrid position - force controller
which works in conjunction with its joint trajectory controller. The Sawyer robot
implements its position - force controller through impedance control. The controller enables isolation and decoupling of control between each of the task space
degrees of freedom. Either impedance control or force control may be applied along
each task space axis (including rotational degrees of freedom). Position control is
achieved using impedance control with a high stiffness setting.
Free-space motion is achieved using the Sawyer’s joint angle position controller
while constrained motion is achieved using the Sawyer’s hybrid position - force
controller. To ensure safe collisions with the environment, transitions between
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free-space and constrained motion are controlled using the impedance controller
with the stiffness values set to moderate levels (linear stiffness: 500 N/m, rotational
stiffness: 5 Nm/rad).

8.6

Experiments

The focus of the experimental evaluation is to showcase the benefits of inferring
geometric constraints in human demonstrations to automatically generate programs
that robustly replay trajectories against constraints.

Robust replay of constraints
We demonstrate the constrained replay of motion on the point on plane, point on line,
axial rotation, prismatic motion and planar motion constraints. The supplementary
video shows the recorded motion of these constraints and the corresponding replay
of the task. Figure 8.4 shows the set of tested constraint types described below.
Pulling out a drawer - Prismatic constraint
The opening of a filing cabinet’s drawer is shown in Figure 8.4(a) and is an example
of a prismatic constraint with one degree of freedom of motion. As described in
section 8.3, our method sets the constraint frame’s z-axis along the line of motion
of the drawer. It configures the hybrid controller to apply force control along all
axes except along the Z position axis where position control is applied instead.
Opening a door - Axial rotation constraint
The opening of a door, shown in Figure 8.4(b) is an example of the axial rotation
constraint which has one degree of freedom of motion. Our method orients the
constraint frame’s z-axis along the hinge and positions it at the hinge. Force control
is used along all axes except about the Z orientation axis which is set to position
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control. The robot end effector rigidly grasps the door and the rotation of the end
effector forces the door to open.2
Drawing on a whiteboard - Point on plane constraint
Free-form drawing on a whiteboard, shown in Figure 8.4(c), is an example of a point
on plane constraint which has 5 degrees of freedom of motion. Only the direction
perpendicular to the plane is constrained. Our method sets the orientation of the
constraint frame with its z-axis parallel to the plane normal. The z-axis direction is
set to force control and all other axes are set to position control.
CaRIK closely matches both the position of the tool tip and the orientation of
the tool. It is capable of tracing the same shape closely while avoiding collisions
with the whiteboard because the inferred constraint is used for collision avoidance.
The robot draws the desired shape correctly by applying the recorded forces in the
demonstration. Figure 8.5 shows that the orientation of the tongs is similar to the
orientation of the pen tool on the robot.
2

The version of the Sawyer’s software (Intera 5.2) used for these experiments only allows setting
the orientation of the tool frame and not its position. The default (and only) position of the frame is
at the end effector. This limitation causes slip between the door handle and the end effector of the
robot causing incomplete opening of the door. To correctly execute the task with this limitation, the
X and Y linear stiffnesses are set to moderate stiffness values(linear stiffness: 500N/m, rotational
stiffness: 5Nm/rad). With these settings, the robot correctly opens the door.
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Figure 8.5: Time lapse of demonstration. Left: The tongs are used to create the S
shaped drawing. The orientation of the tongs changes over the trajectory. Right:
The robot replays the motion following both position and orientation of the
recorded tongs motion.

Drawing against a straight edge - Point on line constraint
The drawing of a line on a whiteboard using a straight edge, shown in Figure 8.4(d),
is an example of a point on line constraint. This constraint has 4 degrees of freedom
of motion. The linear directions perpendicular to the line are constrained by the
straight-edge. Our approach sets the constraint frame orientation with its z - axis
parallel to the line. The x and y - axis linear motions are controlled in force control
while the remaining axes are controlled in position control. This enables the robot to
apply appropriate force to maintain contact with the edge of the line while moving
along the line.
Kinesthetic replay of the planar motion constraint task
We use kinesthetic teaching to demonstrate erasing motion against a board to show
that our approach is compatible with kinesthetic demonstrations too. As the robot
cannot record forces during kinesthetic demonstrations, default force values are
provided in software.
The eraser motion against the board, shown in Figure 8.4(e), is an example
of the planar motion constraint and has 3 degrees of freedom of movement, two
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translational along the plane and one rotational in the plane of the board. Our
approach sets the constraint frame orientation with its z - axis perpendicular to
the board. It applies force control along the Z position axis and about the X and Y
orientation axes and position control for all other degrees of freedom.
Replay of tasks consisting of multiple constraints
Inferring the type and location of the constraint in the demonstration enables replay
of complex tasks that contain multiple constraints. A task consisting of multiple
constraints (point on line and point on plane) is shown in figure 8.1. Our approach
uses the inferred geometric constraints in the demonstration to create a behavior
list with behaviors containing the appropriate joint trajectories and hybrid control
parameters with minimal user intervention.

Evaluating robustness
Any recorded demonstration will have some errors. As a result, sufficiently precise
kinematic measurements of the demonstration may be intractable. Our method
provides robust execution of motion by using the inferred constraint to set the
appropriate constraint frame for hybrid position - force control.
Robust execution of the prismatic constraint - a drawer
We perform the same experiment described in section 8.6. To test the robustness of
the replayed task, the filing cabinet is physically translated perpendicular to the
direction of the prismatic motion of the cabinet drawer while the robot executes
the task.
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Figure 8.6: Average forces experienced by the end effector when executing the
drawer motion as a function of the perturbation distance of the filing cabinet.
Red dashes indicate position control. Green line indicates using the hybrid position - force controller with force and position control applied to the appropriate axes. The position controller experiences significantly more forces than the
hybrid position - force controller.

We quantitatively evaluate how robust the robot is to perturbations when the
constraint provides the parameters of the hybrid position - force controller. The
hybrid position - force control method is compared to position control (For safe
execution on the robot, moderate stiffness(500N/m, 5Nm/rad) for position control
is used.)
The filing cabinet is perturbed up to a distance of 16 cm perpendicular to the
direction of motion. Figure 8.6 shows the plot of the magnitude of force experienced
by the end effector as a function of the perturbation of the constraint. The position
controller exerts significantly higher forces than the hybrid position - force controller.
After a large amount of perturbation, the position controller fails with the gripper
slipping from the handle.
Knowledge of the constraint enables intelligent application of the hybrid position
- force controller and facilitates robust constrained motion execution.
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Importance of forces for robust execution
Forces are important when executing a task. When drawing against a straight
edge as shown in Figure 8.4(d), the demonstrator uses forces to maintain contact
between the marker tip and the straight edge allowing the edge to guide the motion
of the marker. When the robot executes this task, forces are applied against the two
constrained degrees of freedom.
In Figure 8.7, the blue lines indicate the executed robot motion when the applied
forces by the robot are the same as those in the demonstration. Even after a 10
degree perturbation, the robot maintains contact with the edge. When the applied
forces are removed, we see that the trajectory loses its ability to follow the edge. This
deviation is more pronounced with the 10 degree perturbation. Simply replaying
the demonstration’s forces without setting the appropriate hybrid control frame
inferred from the constraint fails to perform the task completely because the forces
required to move the robot along the line are different from the forces recorded
during the demonstration.

Figure 8.7: Forces should be applied upwards towards the constraint (gray line)
to maintain consistent contact with the constraint. The blue line indicates robot
motion when forces are replayed. The red line indicates robot motion when
forces are absent. In the absence of forces the robot deviates from the prescribed
path. Even after the straight edge is perturbed by 10 degrees the robot still manages to follow the edge when forces are applied.
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8.7

Conclusion

This chapter introduces an approach to robustly replay tasks consisting of physical
constraints. It uses the inferred geometric constraint in the task to determine constrained and unconstrained degrees of freedom of the constraint. This information
is used to configure the robot’s hybrid position - force controller and generate
feasible kinematic trajectories that follow paths closely along the constraint. The
robust replay system takes a human demonstration as input and replays the task
robustly with minimal user intervention.
The developed system is a proof of concept and preliminary step towards an
overall robust solution to replaying a demonstration and more importantly the
demonstrator’s intent. Our solution is limited to standard geometric constraints
that can be described with the constraint frame concept. It also does not actively
adapt to large changes in geometry or use any visual information to identify the
location of objects in the demonstration to accommodate for changes in the location
of these objects between the time of the demonstration and the time of execution
on the robot. Another limitation is that only interactions that can be represented
through standard geometric constraints are considered.
The system requires an evaluation from a user’s perspective, measuring how
the human demonstrator affects overall performance. Developing a system with
specific performance metrics focused on the human’s preferences is important for
successful adaptation into mainstream robotic systems.
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9

Potential avenues for future work

Substantial progress must be made before versatile robot arms are introduced in
domestic environments. The three major hurdles that need to be addressed are,
a) reducing the robot’s cost without compromising performance, b) developing
methods for users to communicate tasks to robots, and c) performing dexterous
physical manipulations in cluttered, evolving and unstructured environments.
The work in this dissertation focuses on (b), inferring geometric constraints in
human demonstrations to facilitate better communication between humans and
robots. Translating these inferred geometric constraints into robot programs has
been described in chapter 8 but it is a preliminary, proof-of-concept system. The
limitations of the proof-of-concept system highlight many potential avenues for
future work:
• Integrate visualization approaches to communicate the inferred robot task.
• Improved interfaces for novice users to manipulate the inferred task and check
if the inferred task is correct.
• Automatic adaptation of the robot task to a changing environment.
• Inferring collaborative robot tasks where a human may interact with the robot
when the robot performs the task.
The methods described in this work only use kinematic and wrench trajectories.
Integrating computer vision by including raw image input would improve recognition accuracy and bring out other important aspects of the demonstration (42).
For example, if the demonstration involves pulling out a drawer, the video of the
motion of the drawer may provide information such as grasp location with respect
to the geometry of the drawer. Computer vision may be helpful to track objects
and landmarks in the workspace. This would eliminate the requirement of a new
demonstration each time the workspace configuration changes. The trajectories
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in the demonstration cannot be used directly but need to be retargetted to a new
configuration or a suitable planning approach used instead.
The inferred actions may not be correct and motivates error checking. The
order of actions and the individual properties of actions may not be compatible
with each other. Checking for these problems would lend to a more robust system.
Methods to visualize these errors in a user interpretable format and get appropriate
user feedback is also essential. Advances in augmented reality make it possible to
superimpose the robot’s policy onto the environment; however it is still unclear
how these policies should be presented to the user.
Actions inferred from multiple demonstrations can be consolidated to improve
task inference instead of just using a single demonstration. If the actions in a task
are not ordered and consist of logic then this logic may be deduced from multiple
demonstrations. Deducing the task plan from multiple demonstrations would
enable robots to reason about the demonstration. For example, consider a user
demonstrating a task consisting of opening the microwave and setting the time;
multiple demonstrations of different objects could teach the robot which objects
require what time to set. Inferring actions from raw demonstrations provide a layer
of semantic abstraction which task planners can use to deduce robot task policies.
The developed recognition and inference methods may have other applications.
For instance, if the constraint inference approach was online then the inferred constraint could be used in shared control during teleoperation. The robot could infer
the constraint interaction and adapt its control approach to match the constraint.
Sometimes two different actions may have a very similar robot policy and if one
action is already known, the same skills could be transferred to the new policy. This
transfer of skill could be made possible by inferring the action and finding similarities between the inferred action and an action recalled from prior experience. For
example, if a robot is trained to insert an electrical outlet plug then it could apply
the same policy to inserting a USB stick. The tactile action recognition approach
described in chapter A could be refactored to detect similar actions and transfer
learnt policies. Online tactile action recognition could be used in shared control in
a similar way.
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Currently, there is a huge push in learning tasks in an end-to-end fashion, from
input to final robot execution(40). Integrating physics based models along with
more general machine learning models may improve overall performance. For
example, if a deep reinforcement learning algorithm was used to learn how to wipe
a table, it may be interesting to see if integrating the model of a plane and a human
demonstration of the task in the neural network would improve robot learning.
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10 Conclusion
Forces and moments are generated when interacting with the environment. Measuring these forces and moments allows recognizing and inferring physical actions
in human demonstrations.
This dissertation introduces methods to infer geometric constraints from human
demonstrations consisting of position, orientation, force and moment signals. It
shows that including force and moment measurements improve constraint inference
when compared to competing kinematic approaches. The recognition and inference
of these constraints enables robots to robustly interact with the environment.
Robot arms seem to be infinitely useful but it is hard to see how everyone can
use them. If we make it easier for everyone to program robots, people may just find
unique and interesting ways to use them!
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a

Recognizing tactile actions

Recognizing the type and timing of tactile force actions is useful in a range of
robotics applications. Some actions are against geometric constraints. Other actions
are more fine grained and do not involve general constrained motion. For example,
actions such as sudden contact, friction and slip. Identifying force actions exerted
on objects such as gripping, snapping or releasing is particularly useful because it
allows reasoning about the task at a semantic level of abstraction. Performing such
action recognition from force measurements is attractive because forces are often
necessary to differentiate between actions in circumstances where other sources of
information are insufficient.
Recognition of force actions is commonly done in an ad hoc manner. Specific
recognition algorithms can be devised for specific actions, however, such solutions
do not generalize. Therefore, considerable effort may be required as the set of
different actions to be recognized grows and more complex actions are considered.
Our goal is to provide a force action recognition method that easily generalizes and
scales to many diverse action types.
We introduce an approach for performing recognition of tactile actions based
on measurement of forces. Our method is based on machine learning and can
be trained to classify a wide range of action types, providing not only the type of
the recognized action, but also its timing. The key idea is to transform the measured force signals into feature vectors by using the Continuous Wavelet Transform
(CWT)(44). The CWT provides a concise description of the temporal neighborhood
for every sample in a signal. Given a set of training motions recorded as force signals, along with action labels for each time step, our approach constructs a classifier
that can label each time step of new motions.
We demonstrate and evaluate our approach in a system that records human
tactile actions using an instrumented set of tongs. Considering only the force
measurements from the tongs, our system is able to correctly label tactile actions
such as inserting a cartridge, having an object slip from a grasp, and twisting a
marker cap. It is sufficiently sensitive to distinguish grasping a soft object from a
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hard one. The system requires no per-action programming: it can be trained on
new actions by simply providing a few labeled examples of the action.
The contributions of this chapter include:
• We provide a technique using the Continuous Wavelet Transform with the
Complex Morlet wavelet that encodes force measurements as features amenable
to a variety of machine learning methods.
• We show the utility of this CWT technique in an approach that applies supervised machine learning to action recognition.
• We show that tactile actions can be recognized from force measurements
alone.

A.1

Background

While others have developed action recognition systems using computer vision
approaches (55; 29), we focus on action recognition from forces. Many task specific solutions to the problem of recognizing tactile actions from forces have been
considered in the literature. Examples include contact-state detection for the peg
in the hole problem (28), slip detection(46; 68) and snap detection (60). However,
each of these solutions involves specialized algorithms and therefore are difficult
to generalize. In contrast, our approach can be trained to identify many different
kinds of actions.
The tactile action recognition problem demands a representation of the force
signals that provides both a compact expression of vibration and transient phenomena but also the ability to localize temporal events. The CWT meets these demands.
It has many applications in image and signal processing such as clustering (20),
detecting seismic events (76) and analyzing EEG signals (62). We apply the CWT
technique to tactile action recognition.
An alternative is to completely forgo useful signal characterization and use the
raw signal directly in the recognition process. Such approaches, for example Con-
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volution Neural Networks(C-NN)(38), typically require many training examples,
and are therefore inappropriate for our applications.

A.2

Key Idea

The central problem in tactile action recognition is to represent the measured force
signal in a manner that is amenable to classification techniques. Our key idea is
to use the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to transform a scalar valued force
signal into a vector-valued one where each time step is represented by a feature
vector. Vector valued input signals are similarly transformed into concatenated
wider feature vectors.
The CWT, with appropriate choice of wavelet (we use the Complex Morlet
Wavelet), effectively summarizes the vibration and transient signal phenomena
around each time step in a concise descriptor of the time step. Unlike other timefrequency characterization methods like the short time fourier transform(STFT),
the CWT avoids windowing effects. We sample the wavelet at k scales, so that each
time step of a scalar force signal is represented by a descriptor of length k. A vector
valued force signal with vector length m has each time step represented by a feature
vector of length m ∗ k. We perform scaling and transformations to the CWT so the
feature representation is suitable for machine learning algorithms.
After wavelet transformation, we treat each time step independently. In a
training signal of length N, each time step has an associated action label. Hence
we build a set of N pairs of k ∗ m length descriptor vectors and labels for training.
Subsequent test signal labeling is done by applying the trained classifier to each
time step of the test signal independently.

A.3

Methods

The purpose of this work is to detect the type and timing of force actions. We use
the CWT of the measured force signal using the complex morlet wavelet, as a set
of features for representing force actions. The complex morlet wavelet extracts
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vibrational content from a signal. The intuition behind choosing the complex
morlet wavelet is that many physical interactions between contacting objects are
characterized by the frequency content of the signal. For example, contact with a
hard object would result in a rapidly changing signal containing significant high
frequency content while interactions with softer and/or heavier objects might
result in greater low frequency content. Further, most physical interactions can be
characterized by a linear system. Since higher order linear systems vibrate, and
tend to amplify certain frequencies but not others, like the resonant frequency
in second order systems, it can be seen that most interactions involve vibrational
effects.

Figure A.1: a. Complex Morlet Wavelet - Complex sinusoid windowed by a Gaussian at different p values. b. Signals represent the magnitude of the CWT coefficients over time on the test signal.
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Continuous Wavelet Transform with the Complex Morlet Wavelet
The continuous wavelet transform of a signal can be understood as a transform of a
signal which compares the shifted and scaled form of a prototype kernel function
sometimes referred to as the analyzing wavelet Ψ. This comparison is achieved
by performing a convolution of the measured time signal with different scaled
versions of the analyzing wavelet. We can define the kernel wavelet at different
scaled versions of the analyzing wavelet as:
 
t
=Ψ
a

Ψ(a)

(A.1)

where a is a scaling factor. Hence the CWT of a square integrable signal f(t) using
an analyzing wavelet Ψ is defined as:
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where b is time shift parameter. Equation A.2 is a convolution of scaled and translated version of the analyzing wavelet. We must still define the analyzing wavelet
function. We use the Complex Morlet Wavelet (30) given by the following equation:
Ψt = π−1/4 eipt e

−t2
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where the parameter p indicates the trade off between frequency and time resolution.
On closer inspection we see that the Complex Morlet wavelet is a complex sine
wave windowed with a Gaussian kernel centered at t = 0. Fig. A.1a. shows the
Morlet wavelet at different values of p.

Computing the CWT
We perform the CWT of a discrete signal f of length N in the Fourier space using
the discrete Fourier transform. From the convolution theorem the CWT is given by:
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where the angular frequency ω is defined as:
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Finally the CWT provides a coefficient for every time shift b and frequency(scale)
a of the wavelet function. If the analyzing wavelet is a complex valued function
then the CWT of that wavelet will also be complex valued. We can determine a
power and phase spectrum from these coefficients given by:
Ma,b = X(a,b)
φa,b = arg X(a,b)

(A.7)


(A.8)

Fig. A.1b. provides the magnitudes of the CWT with the Complex Morlet wavelet
on a test signal composed of two different frequencies.

Using the Complex Morlet Wavelet coefficients as Features for
Machine Learning
The use of the Complex Morlet Wavelet (as the analyzing wavelet function shown
in equation A.3) require the selection of parameter, p, which controls the trade-off
between frequency resolution and time resolution. For our analysis we chose a
value of p = 5 balancing the need to (approximately) meet the admissibility criteria
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(73) of the wavelet while maintaining sufficient temporal resolution. To create a
usable representation of the coefficients, we perform additional transformations:
• Use a logarithmic scale distribution: A linear scale distribution would create
too many features and is highly redundant.
• Decompose the CWT complex coefficients into real-valued magnitude and
phase components: The magnitude provides the intensity of force, while
phase provides a measure of duration.
• Logarithmically scale the magnitudes: All the features have similar scales.
• Discard low frequency scales: Very low frequency scales do not characterize
local behavior.
• Stack the CWT features from multiple channels in a signal: Force signals are
usually vector quantities and contain multiple channels.
The CWT is a highly redundant transform if one takes all possible scales into
account. The scale distribution is given by:
aj = a0 2j∆j ; wherej = 0, 1, ...J

(A.9)
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For our experiments we chose ∆j = 1 and a0 = 2. We found that this value
of j was sufficient for sampling scales, albeit smaller values will give richer CWT
coefficients. The DFT algorithm we use introduces windowing artifacts at the
beginning and the end of the signal. It is useful to pad the signal at each end. The
amount of padding depends on the width of the lowest frequency scale used.
Splitting the complex coefficients into magnitudes and phases allows resolving
between actions of the same magnitude but with different phase. Finally standardizing the magnitude by computing their natural logarithm is useful as signal
amplitudes can vary by orders of magnitude. In particular, high frequency signals
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generally have much lower amplitudes when compared to low frequency ones but
are critical in identifying actions such as contacts with objects.
In cases where we have more than one channel in a signal, we stack up the
coefficients to create a combined representation. If we have q channels in a signal
and use k scales then the features Xb representing time instance b of the signal
would be:
h
iT
Xb = MTb1 MTb2 ... MTbq φTb1 φTb2 ... φTbq
(A.11)
Once we compute this, each sample b of the signal has a feature vector Xb . For
a signal of length N there will be N such feature vectors which can be expressed
as examples in an unlabeled data set. Note that these examples have order as they
correspond to samples in the signal. If we were to provide labels to each of these
examples then we could treat these as members of a labeled data set. Since the
examples are associated with a sample time, the labels for these examples are also
associated with that same sample time. Hence we can define a new time series L(t)
which evaluates to the label names corresponding to the signal at time t.

A Sample Scenario for Supervised Learning
Consider a sample data set consisting of k signals containing multiple channels
with different portions of their signals labeled. We can consider a training set Tr
with k − 1 signals and test set Ts with the last signal k. The supervised learning
procedure would be as follows:
1. For each signal in Tr , compute the CWT features to create their associated
examples. An example is a pair, consisting of a feature vector and an associated
label name, corresponding to a specific sample time.
2. Use these examples to train a model.
3. For signal Ts compute the CWT feature vectors at each sample time.
4. Predict labels at each sample instance of the test signal Ts to get a label time
series L.
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5. Filter the time series L.

Choice of Supervised Learning Algorithm
Since we have abstracted the signal representation into a set of features at every time
instance, it is possible to use almost any conventional classifier for the supervised
learning task. In practice we see that the Neural Network gives us the best execution
time and relatively good accuracy when compared to other methods we tested
including, Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, SVMs and K-Nearest Neighbor. Note that
feature representation affords us the flexibility to choose many algorithms. For
the experimental evaluations performed here, we used a Neural Network from
Scikit-learn (53) with default options which contains one hidden layer with 100
neurons.

Filtering Predicted Labels
The raw results from classification when arranged in time contain chattering. Since
the predicted label names are in the form of a time series, we can filter them. Some
filtering methods are:
• Implement a probability thresholding filter which removes labels classified
with a probability less than a particular threshold and sets them to unclassified.
• Define a condition that, if an action is predicted to occur for less time than a
factor of the minimum duration of that particular action in the signals used
for training, it is labeled as unclassified. We refer to this as the Drop Heuristic.
• Assign discrete numbers to each type of label and filter these using a median
filter.
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Why not other Wavelets?
Using the Morlet wavelet allows encoding both phase and magnitude information.
If we were to use the real Morlet wavelet we would not be able to distinguish
between phase and magnitude information. This is a particularly bad choice since
this wavelet would phase in and phase out, changing the magnitude of the wavelet
in a signal, even for one whose magnitude is constant. Alternatively, if we were to
use the Haar wavelet, we would not be able to extract phase information.
To demonstrate this we compute the CWT features for a trapezoidal test signal
using:
• Complex Morlet Wavelet with magnitude and phase
• Complex Morlet Wavelet with only magnitude
• Derivative of Gaussian Wavelet (DOG)
• Haar Wavelet (73)
Fig. A.2. shows this comparison. We see that the Complex Morlet Wavelet
with both magnitude and phase, is the only wavelet that can distinguish between
increasing and decreasing portions of the test signal.

A.4

Experimental Setup for Evaluating Methodology

Data Collection System
We developed an object manipulation device to record user performed tasks. While
for this work, we do not use the kinematic (motions) information, the device is
fully capable of recording its spatial location and the grasp configuration through
an HTC Vive VR controller and an encoder. Force interactions are recorded using
Optoforce force sensors. Data collection and synchronization was performed using
ROS. The body was designed and 3D printed in-house. This is shown in Fig. A.3.
We record 3 axis force values from each sensor. We convert these 6 signals into 4
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Figure A.2: Clustering CWT coefficients using 4 clusters with the k-means algorithm over the Trapezoidal test signal. Row 1 shows the complex morlet wavelet
capable of distinguishing between rising and falling edges while other wavelets
cannot. Colors correspond to different clusters. M - Magnitude, ϕ - Phase

signals by computing the normal and tangential components of the native force
signals. This transforms the signals into a form that is approximately invariant to
forces in the plane tangential to the force sensors.

Experimental Evaluation Methodology
A user performs specific tasks which are recorded by the instrumented device
described in the previous section. For clarity, we will define three words and their
relationships:
• Force Action: Something that can be represented by a single action which
describes what is happening, like a verb.
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• Demonstration: A single recording of a set of signals while performing a
series of force actions.
• Task: A specific choreography of a demonstration.
A task is the overall objective of the demonstration. For example, a task could
be the process of picking up a bottle and placing it in a different location. A
demonstration is an instance of a task. Each task can be broken up into different
force actions like grab, still or release. We can think of force actions as primitives to
create tasks.
The data of one demonstration is essentially a time series of multiple signals and
each time instance is labelled with a force action label. In our experiments, a human
labels sections of the time series. Each time step is labeled with a force action in
each demonstration. We define a set of force action labels for each task. In each
experiment two coders (in consensus) define which locations in the force signal
correspond to force actions but independently code the demonstrations allotted
to them. Each task is recorded with a frame by frame, time synchronized video

Figure A.3: Instrumented tongs(earlier version to the tongs described in chapter
2) used to manipulate objects.
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recordings of the task. The human coders code the task demonstration by looking
at the force signal, using the video recording as an aid.

Sample Demonstration
Fig. A.4 shows the force signals for a sample demonstration. The choreography of
the force actions that occur during a demonstration of the task is also shown. In
this experiment a lego block is picked up from a table and fastened on to another
lego, then it is removed and placed back on the table. From a set of demonstrations
and human coded labels we learn a model which is capable of classifying each
point in time with a label. During transitions between force actions, the classified
labels chatter between two different label names. We mitigate this by applying the
filtering techniques described in A.3. We used a median filter of window size 10, a
probability threshold of 80% and a drop factor of 1/8.

Experimental Evaluation Metrics
In evaluating the model we made use of the following metrics:
Qualitative Metric TIMELINES
In each timeline plot pair, the upper plot displays the human coded labels while the
lower plot displays the predicted label. If the timelines in the pairs (ie. upper and
lower plots) match then the trained classifier has predicted every label correctly. A
qualitative measure of the models performance can be obtained by examining the
alignment of the upper (human coded labels) and lower (predicted labels) timelines.
To generate the timelines we train and test on demonstrations in a leave one out
type cross validation setup. In other words, for a particular task, we test on one
demonstration and train the model using the others. In this fashion, we test on all
demonstrations and plot the results in the form of timelines of predicted labels.
The colors correspond to the individual action labels. The white color corresponds
to unlabeled examples. If they occur in the human coded time line then these time
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samples are dropped during training. If the algorithm has insufficient confidence
about the label then it labels them white.
Quantitative Metric
We compute a confusion matrix which provides information on which label is
misclassified with what other label. To build this matrix, we use the same cross
validation technique described above unless stated otherwise.

Figure A.4: Top - Semantic timeline of Lego assembly and disassembly task
with the corresponding labels numbered according to their occurrence in the
human coded timeline. Bottom - Human Code corresponds to the labels given
by a human coder, Drop Heuristic corresponds to applying the Drop Heuristic
and the Median Filter. Median filter corresponds to only applying the median
filter to the classified labels. The white spaces correspond to unlabeled samples.
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Since these are force signals and the location of a force action is not well defined
it is difficult to come up with a fair quantitative metric to describe the algorithms
accuracy. At the interfaces between two different force actions, it is very difficult for
the human coder to consistently code the force action. Since these are signals, the
adjacent force actions bleed into each other. Some force actions like still, dominate
others. Hence, mere classification accuracy is not a good way of reporting the
algorithm’s behavior.

Figure A.5: Force actions and their corresponding object manipulations
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A.5

Results

In this section we validate our feature representation method by performing two
sets of experiments:
• Detecting force actions in different demonstrations of the same task. Training
set and test set include demonstrations of the same type of task.
• Detecting force actions in demonstrations of a different task. Training set includes demonstrations from one type of task. Test set includes demonstrations
from a different task.

Detecting force actions in similar tasks
We ran multiple experiments to see if we could identify the same force action in
different demonstrations of the same task. Fig. A.5 shows a glossary of actions
with their label names. We chose a few scenarios which were found in robotics
literature, namely:
• Peg in the Hole problem
• Slip and Friction detection
• Distinguishing between hard and soft objects
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Figure A.6: Summary of the Nintendo 64® trials. Top - Timeline of force actions
in numerical order as they occur. Bottom - Summary of all the demonstrations’
predicted labels and human coded labels for each demonstration of the Nintendo 64 task. In each pair, the upper color coded timeline bar corresponds to
the human coded labels. The lower bar corresponds to the predicted labels. Notice that the predicted force actions align with the human coded force actions.
TIMELINES MUST BE VIEWED AS PAIRS AND IN COLOR, see Sec. A.4
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Peg in the Hole Problem - Inserting a Nintendo 64® Cartridge
In this task we pick up a Nintendo 64® cartridge and insert it into the console. The
cartridge clicks into place during insertion. Fig. A.6 shows the choreography of the
task along with the force signals and associated force action labels. Fig. A.6 displays
an experimental evaluation of the demonstrations. We see that the pull action is
mis-classified frequently. On close inspection we see that this is not surprising as it
might be due to coding errors. The human coder has difficulty coding the pull and
grab action consistently between demonstrations. Although the coder can observe
the force signals along with the video recording of the task, the video aid is not
that helpful as the cartridge is enclosed in the game console and occluded during
insertion. We can also see that the pull action is confused with the grab action.
While the human coder does not consider a grab before a pull action, the algorithm
occasionally finds a grab action. Intuitively, the cartridge must be grabbed before it
can be pulled out of the console.
Peg in the Hole Problem - LEGO® Block Assembly
We evaluated the algorithm by examining LEGO® block assembly. This task is
characteristic of tasks found in various assembly tasks that involve both interference
and transition fits between parts. A defining characteristic of LEGO® block assembly
is the need to fumble for the proper mating configuration between parts, referred to
here as the search force action. From Fig. A.7 we see that the algorithm consistently
identifies the search actions and distinguishes this from the hold and insert actions.
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Figure A.7: Summary of the LEGO® trials. Please refer to Fig. A.4 for the label
names. In each pair of timelines, the upper timeline corresponds to the human
coded labels and the lower timeline corresponds to the predicted labels. Notice
that in almost every trial the order and locations of the force actions are predicted correctly. TIMELINES MUST BE VIEWED AS PAIRS AND IN COLOR,
see Sec. A.4
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Figure A.8: Slip detection task with stylus. The predicted labels clearly align
with the human coded labels. The predicted labels have very close arrangements when compared to the human coded labels. TIMELINES MUST BE
VIEWED AS PAIRS AND IN COLOR, see Sec. A.4

Slip and Friction Detection - Detecting Slip During Grasp
In this scenario, we attempt to recognize different force actions that occur during
slip. We simulate this by grasping a pen between the force sensors and pulling until
the pen is released from its grasp. In this case, we chose an peculiar oblong object
(i.e. a writing stylus) to allow examination of the algorithm’s performance at various
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stages of slip. The variable diameter of the stylus causes changes in the friction
force. The labels describing the slipping included (1) slip, indicating onset of motion
between the stylus and the tongs, (2) slip transition indicating motion between the
tongs and the stylus. The end of the slip action was labeled as slipped indicating the
completion of the slip action, identified during the experiment through the clap
of the instrumented tongs. Fig. A.8 shows the choreography of the action. We see
good time alignment and order of actions for most demonstrations.
Slip and Friction Detection - Detecting Friction Force
To evaluate the algorithm’s ability to detect friction actions, which contain significant high frequency vibrations, we used our instrumented tongs to apply torque to
a dry erase marker cap. The cap has a significant amount of static friction which
results in sticky, discontinuous motion when twisted. Fig. A.9 shows the action
choreography and the results. The technique does well but has difficulty during
the hold action. This may be due in part to the difficulty that the human coders
have in understanding and identifying the force actions. For example, holding the
marker cap after the first twist action can be overlooked while coding.
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Figure A.9: Friction detection task with the dry erase Expo® marker. The predicted labels clearly align with the human coded labels. The predicted labels
have very close arrangements when compared to the human coded labels.

Distinguishing between Hard and Soft objects
In this experiment we evaluate the algorithm’s ability to detect objects of different
hardness. A foam block and a Nintendo 64® cartridge were used as soft and hard
objects respectively. We trained and tested using concatenated datasets of the foam
block and the Nintendo 64® cartridge. The foam block task was simple pickup and
drop of the foam block. Fig. A.10 shows the result in a confusion matrix.
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Figure A.10: Confusion Matrix for training set containing both hard and soft
object manipulations. Larger numbers along the diagonal correspond to better
results. The soft object was the foam block (labelled with suffix _soft) while
the hard object was the Nintendo 64 Cartridge (labelled with suffix _ncart). The
algorithm can clearly distinguish between actions performed on the hard object
compared to actions performed on the soft object.

Detecting similar force actions in different tasks
In the previous section, we show examples of our recognition algorithm where
the training and test sets use demonstrations from the same task. The purpose of
this section is to demonstrate how well our algorithm can recognize learned force
actions in a new task. In this experiment the training set contains demonstrations
from the LEGO® assembly task. The test set contains examples from the Nintendo
64® cartridge insertion task. To evaluate our results we make use of a confusion
matrix shown in Fig. A.11 described in A.4.
Note that the human coder does not code a search label for the Nintendo 64®
task. We see that the algorithm misclassifies the insert label with the search label
but classifies all other labels correctly. The search label corresponds to the fumbling
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of the LEGO® block. The cartridge was not always inserted smoothly into the
Nintendo 64® and sometimes the user tried to feel for the opening. The human
coder coded all these interactions along with the insertion of the cartridge with an
insert label. It is reasonable for the algorithm to misclassify some of the insert labels
as search labels. For the other labels, the algorithm appears to do well. Overall,
the algorithm finds correspondences between similar force actions even when the
training set contains no demonstrations from the tested task.

Figure A.11: Confusion Matrix: Trained on the Lego task and tested on the
Nintendo 64 task. There are no search actions in the human coded labels. Since
the Lego task contains search actions, the classifier finds them close to the insert actions. While inserting a cartridge the user feels for the opening which
corresponds to the search action.
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A.6

Conclusions and Discussion

We proposed a feature representation technique which characterizes the local
behavior of a force signal with a set of features at each time sample. We use the
CWT with the Complex Morlet analyzing wavelet as a way to transform a time
domain signal into feature vectors describing each sample instant.
We show that this feature representation provides a good way to describe a
time domain force signal through a series of experiments and example supervised
learning tasks. We intentionally provided little post-processing to the estimated
test signals to study the limitations and advantages of using this representation.
At boundaries between different force actions we see chattering of the predicted
labeled actions (before any post-processing). Such chattering indicates imprecision
in localizing the beginning and end of actions as they often do not have hard
boundaries. In some scenarios where correct ordering and approximate timing are
sufficient it may be acceptable to use filtering techniques during post-processing.
The post-processing methods used in this work require further improvement
and merely act as a starting point for filtering techniques. These methods are
insufficient to correct classification errors like labeling a hold action for a very brief
period of time between two still actions. Hence the CWT method requires good
post-processing techniques to correct such problems.
As a supervised learning approach, our method is limited by and may not
generalize beyond the training data. For example, in this paper we show how
our algorithm can detect slip between the stylus and tongs. However, it may not
perform well on a different object using the training examples from the stylus
experiments as they do not contain examples of different objects. Another major
draw back with this method is that it is offline. Many robotics applications require
realtime recognition.
Possible future work would be to apply probabilistic models which could use
labels occurring before or after as priors to correct predicted labels. It would
be advantageous to develop methods to make use of the CWT based models for
realtime or approximately realtime recognition.
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In chapter 8 this method is used to infer grasp and contact actions to segment
demonstrations. This application may only scratch the surface to other ways inferred
actions can be used for robot programming.
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b

Recognizing constraints from position and force

signals
Many applications may not require full rigid body descriptions of constraint interactions as described in chapter 3. A simple point contact model may be sufficient.
In this chapter, constraints are represented as a point ∈ R3 constrained to geometry
defined in space. Three commonly occurring geometric primitives, arcs, lines and
planes are inferred using recorded trajectories of position and force signals.
Use of only position and force measurements to infer constraints is advantageous
when orientation information is unavailable or is unreliable. Tracking a point in
space is significantly easier than tracking the pose of a 6 degree of freedom rigid
body. This results in cleaner signals with less noise. These cleaner signals afford the
use of algorithms that can perform better constraint inference albeit only for simple
models. Figure B.1 shows an example of the developed constraint inference method
(of this appendix) operating on a demonstration. This demonstration is tricky, all
three detected constraints, the line, the plane and the arc are all consistent with
the detected plane constraint. In addition, the plane constraint is visited twice but
the constraint inference approach correctly detects the constraint only once. The
tool used is also different from the instrumented tongs described in 2, it precisely
measures the motion (position and applied forces) of a constrained point in space.
The approach in this appendix describes an effective way to infer constraints when
only position and force information are available.
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Figure B.1: Demonstration containing all constraints in the same plane. The
demonstration involves moving the Constraint Saber along the edge of the steel
sheet, the planar surface and the edge of the bowl consecutively. Notice that in
this demonstration, the demonstrator transitions between constraints without
lifting the Constraint Saber off of the test bed. Our approach correctly associates samples to their respective constraint. Left - Shows the Constraint Saber
demonstration tool.

B.1

Point model of a constrained object

Let us consider a point object constrained to a subset of R due to it’s interaction
with a constraint. When forces are applied to the point object, it experiences
reaction forces from the constraint. The principle of virtual work resolves forces
into constraint reaction forces and forces along the direction of motion such as
frictional forces. Constraint reaction forces must be orthogonal to the motion of the
object. While conceptualizing how point contact reaction forces act on a body is
intuitive, it is not trivial to explain why a particular constraint produces reaction
forces in particular directions. We develop this idea below.
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Principle of Virtual Work for Constraint Interactions
Consider an object constrained at a point p = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 by a constraint Φ : R3 ⇒
Rk such that Φ(p) = 0.1
Let an applied force f ∈ R3 act on the body. If we assume that inertial forces are
negligible, the reaction force fr and friction force f¯ are given as:
f = fr + fµ

(B.1)

If the velocity of the point p moving under constraint equations Φ(p) = 0 is
v ∈ R3 , then from the principle of virtual work (37):
fr · v = 0

(B.2)

Assuming that the friction force opposes the contact velocity, and thus is collinear
to the velocity vector, force f can be resolved as friction force fµ and reaction force
fr :
fµ = (f · v̂)v̂

(B.3)

fr = f − fµ

(B.4)

where (ˆ·) represents a unit vector. Using the velocity, force and position, a constraint
frame Fp is defined, with basis vectors v̂, fˆr and v̂ × fˆr at position p of the point
contact.
If the variation of p is ∂p then the admissible variations of p under Φ(p) = 0
must satisfy:
∂Φ
∂pT
=0
(B.5)
∂p
Equation B.2 can be rewritten in variational form:
∂pT fr = 0
1

We denote vectors and and matrices with bold symbols.

(B.6)
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Using Lagrange multiplier theorem, similar to the approach used by Huag(23),
Combining equations B.5 and B.6:
∂Φ T
λ + fr = 0
∂p

(B.7)

where λ ∈ Rk are the Lagrange multipliers. Note: ∂Φ
is size k × 3 and λ is size
∂p
k × 1.
Equation B.7 is important because it provides a direct relationship between the
constraint reaction force fr and the constraint equations Φ(p) = 0. As shown in
the following section, any set of constraint equations can essentially be ‘plugged
in’ equation B.7 to retrieve the permissible reaction forces. Note that the Lagrange
multipliers λ take any value that satisfy equation B.7.
Directly resolving friction forces from measured forces is not possible when
considering rigid body models as described in section . By dropping the orientation
information, friction forces can be assumed to act in the direction of motion. This
assumption is not possible when reaction moments are involved.

Reaction forces for Geometric Constraints
The point contact constraints considered are line, arc and plane constraints. When
a point body is constrained to one of these constraints, it experiences reaction forces
and a reduction in its degrees of freedom.
Plane Constraint
The equation of a plane can be represented by:
Φ(p) = ax + by + cz + d = 0

(B.8)

where a, b, c, d ∈ R
Using equation B.7 and B.8, the relationship between the constraint equations
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and its corresponding reaction forces are:
i
∂Φ h
= a b c
∂p
h
iT h i
fr = a b c
λ1
The normal n of the plane defined by equation B.8 is
< a, b, c > This immediately leads to the result:
fˆr = n̂

(B.9)

Equation B.9 shows that the constraint reaction force of the plane is always directed along
the normal to the plane.
Line Constraint
The line constraint can be represented by the symmetric equations of a line:
x − x0
y − y0
z − z0
=
=
l1
l2
l3

(B.10)

where the tangent vector t = (l1 , l2 , l3 ) ∈ R3 is the direction of the line and p =
(x0 , y0 , z0 ) ∈ R3 is a point on the line. Rearranging equation B.10:
Φ(p)1 = (x − x0 ) l2 − (y − y0 ) l1 = 0,

(B.11)

Φ(p)2 = (z − z0 ) l2 − (y − y0 ) l3 = 0

(B.12)

Applying equation B.7 to the line equations B.11 and B.12, the constrained
reaction force contributed by this constraint is given by:
"
#T " #
l2 −l1 0
λ1
fr =
0 −l3 l2
λ2

(B.13)
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Equation B.13 provides the permissible values of fr . As fr is a sum of two linear
independent vectors, the constraint reaction force spans the plane perpendicular to the
tangent of the line.
Arc Constraint
The arc constraint is represented by the intersection of the sphere and plane that
contain the arc.
Φ1 (p) = (x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 + (z − z0 )2 − r2 = 0

(B.14)

Φ2 (p) = ax + by + cz + d = 0

(B.15)

where the center and radius of the sphere are C = (x0 , y0 , z0 ) ∈ R3 and r ∈ R
respectively. Using the same development:
"
#
2(x − x0 ) 2(y − y0 ) 2(z − z0 )
∂Φ
=
∂p
a
b
c
"
#T " #
2(x − x0 ) 2(y − y0 ) 2(z − z0 )
λ1
fr =
a
b
c
λ2

(B.16)

Similarly to the line case, the constraint reaction force spans a plane perpendicular
to n= ha, b, ci passing through the center of the circle. Note: This plane containing the
1
reaction force vector has a normal vector produced by the cross product: ∂Φ
and
∂p
∂Φ2
.
∂p

Parameterizations of Planes, Lines and Arcs
For a representation of a constraint to be useful, a uniquely identifiable one must
be selected. We list the parameterizations chosen for each constraint type below:
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Plane Constraint
The definition of the plane, given by equation B.8 is parameterized by (a, b, c, d).
This is inconvenient as multiple (a, b, c, d) can represent the same plane. Instead,
the unit normal vector n̂ and the distance of the plane to the origin d are used as
the plane constraint representation.
Line Constraint
The line is parameterized with the unit tangent vector t̂ and the point on the line
cp ∈ R3 closest to the origin. This is given by:
cp = q −

q · t̂
t̂
t̂ · t̂

(B.17)

where q ∈ R3 is any point on the line.
Arc Constraint
The arc is parameterized with the center C, radius r and the normal vector n̂ of the
plane containing the arc.

B.2

Detailed Overview of Approach

Our approach uses both position and force information to identify local descriptions
of the signals and cluster these over the complete task. An overview of our approach
is shown in figure B.2.
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Figure B.2: Schematic representation of our method. Stage 1 - Signals are preprocessed, Stage 2 - Constraint frames are defined where applicable over the
entire signal, Stage 3 - Local geometry is fit at every constraint frame, Stage 4 Local geomery is clustered for each constraint type, Stage 5 - Cluster labels are
consolidated, Stage 6 - Geometry is fit globally.

Stage 1: Preliminary signal preprocessing and calibration
To mitigate the effects of sensor noise and to prevent signal aliasing, the position and
force measurements are resampled and filtered. Gravitational effects are removed
by compensating for tool weight. Finally, the tool tip forces are transformed to the
global coordinate frame using the orientation measurements.

Stage 2: Determining Constraint Frames across the
Demonstration
The purpose of this stage is to determine where the constraints occur in the demonstration. The reaction and frictional forces are computed by using an estimate of
the tool tip velocity and force measurements using equations B.3 and B.4. The
reaction force and friction force combine to form the constraint frame Fp , a local
description of the constraint at the point of contact. There are two situations where
the constraint frame is not well defined:
• At locations where the velocity is approximately zero - the tool tip must be
moving and its position measurements free of excessive noise.
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• At locations where reaction forces do not exist - the computed reaction force
is smaller than sensor noise.
Samples where the reaction force is zero correspond to the absence of a constraint
and are ignored. Locations where the velocity is effectively zero are unusable
because it is impossible to resolve the measured forces into reaction forces and
friction forces.

Stage 3: Determining local constraint geometry
In this stage, all defined constraint types (i.e., plane, line and arc) are fit to the
measured position and force data locally at each well defined constraint frame. This
provides a local description of the constraint. The proposed fitting methods are
all least squares approximations as the errors in our measurements are Gaussian
distributed.
Fitting Planes
A plane is represented uniquely by a plane normal and a point on the plane. To fit
a plane, the normal reaction force and the point of contact are used as the normal
and the point on the plane respectively. Over a local window about the sample of
interest, gaussian weighted average of the reaction force fˆr represents the plane
normal vector. Note that this is equivalent to applying a gaussian kernel to a
signal as done in low pass filtering. Using the local estimate of the normal reaction
force and a similar weighted average of the position of the tool tip, a local plane is
constructed. For a unique representation of this plane, the distance of the plane d
and the unit normal of the plane fˆr are used.
Fitting lines
To fit a line, position measurements need only be used. A gaussian windowed SVD
performs the fit described in section B.2. The final parameterization of the line is
the tangent vector and a point on the line.
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Weighted SVD for plane and line estimates
Lines or planes can be fit using the weighted SVD technique elaborated by Shakarji’s
et al. (64) . Consider a set of N points p1 , p2 ...pN where each pi = (xi , yi , zi ) ∈ R3 ,
with corresponding positive weights w1 , w2 ...wi ...wN ∈ R. A point on the plane
(line) is given by the weighted centroid
PN
p = Pi=1
N

wi pi

i=1

wi

(B.18)

and the normal (tangent) vector to the plane (line) is the right singular vector that corresponds to the smallest (largest) singular value in the singular value
decomposition of the N × 3 matrix given by:

√
w1 (p1 T − pT )
√

 w2 (p2 +T −pT )

M=
..


.


√
T
T
wN (pN − p )

(B.19)

Fitting Arcs
The arc fitting procedure is accomplished using a nonlinear least squares fit. The arc
parameters are the center C, the radius r and the normal of the plane n̂ containing
the arc. The least squares regression algorithm is as follows:
Consider a set of N points as in the previous section. The procedure to fit an
arc is to first find the best fit plane containing the points then to use nonlinear least
squares to fit the arc in that plane and finally transform back. The best fit plane is
obtained using SVD and a corresponding inverse rotation matrix RT , R ∈ SO3 is
found. The points are transformed into the plane by:
p̃ = RT (p − p)
Consider p̃ as a 2 × 1 matrix ignoring the z component. The radius r and center
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C = RC̃ are given by:
N
X

arg min
C̃,r

wi



p̃i − C̃



2

− r2

2

i=1

The result from this stage is a stream of labels containing fit parameters for each
constraint type for all well defined constraint frame samples over the complete
demonstration.

Stage 4: Clustering
Local parameters of each constraint type are clustered over the entire task. The
procedure clusters local constraints into larger groups and removes outliers and
noise. These larger groups of similar parameters represent global constraints.
Our dataset contains unit vectors, euclidean points and simple scalars called
features. Like all clustering methods, if features used to cluster are of vastly different
units or type, clustering will provide poor results. Ideally providing a different
distance metric for each feature type is preferable. Also, the number of clusters is
unknown before hand.
To meet these clustering requirements, a custom method referred to as the Tiered
DBSCAN clustering algorithm was developed. The conventional DBSCAN(18) algorithm is augmented with a tiered approach so it is suitable for clustering datasets
with features of different types including unit vectors, scalars or euclidian coordinates. Alternatively, one might try to weight these features and develop a common
metric but determining effective weights for each feature type is challenging.
Tiered DBSCAN clusters in stages, using a new feature at every stage. The
clusters from the previous stage are subdivided using a new feature to create subclusters. As DBSCAN can remove outliers effectively, many of the sub-clusters
from higher tiers are rejected after successive stages of clustering. The algorithm is
described in Algorithm 2 and depicted in Figure B.4 :
The two parameters for DBSCAN are min-points - the number of points required
to form a cluster and eps - the minimum distance points need to be to successfully
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Algorithm 2 Tiered DBSCAN
DBSCAN parameters: min-points, eps and distance metric.
1: clusters := [data]
. Single cluster containing all data
2: for each feature in features
3: current_cluster_set := [ ]
4: for each cluster in clusters
5: sub_clusters
:= DBSCAN(cluster,
feature.metric,
feature.eps,
feature.min_samples)
6: append sub_clusters to current_cluster_set
7: clusters := current_cluster_set
8: clusters is the list of required clusters.

cluster. DBSCAN also allows specification of custom distance metrics apart from
the L2 norm. Min-points is set considering the smallest possible number of points
that would be considered a cluster. Eps is set depending on the measurement
noise and associated fitting errors. The order of clustering is chosen empirically
but follows intuition: features that cluster more reliably and reject noise should be
preferred first. For example, clustering plane normal vectors before plane distance
is better because the normal force measurement is more reliable than the plane
distance estimate.
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Feature

Metric

eps

min_samples

Unit Normal Force

Magnitude of
cross product

0.02

10

Plane
Plane Distance
Unit Tangent
Vector
Line

Closest Point to
Origin
Center

Arc

Radius
Unit Normal of
Plane

L2 norm distance 0.05(m)
Magnitude of
cross product

0.02

10
50

L2 norm distance 0.02(m)

10

L2 norm distance 0.01(m)

10

Magnitude of
cross product

0.02

10

Figure B.3: Various metrics for each feature type corresponding to each constraint. The features are clustered in decreasing order of reliability to DBSCAN
clustering.
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Figure B.4: Shows the clustering procedure by Tiered DBSCAN. Clustering is
performed in stages where each level represents clustering with a specific feature and its corresponding metric. This is useful for datasets with different
types of features, like unit vectors and euclidian points.

Figure B.3 shows the features, corresponding metric and DBSCAN parameters
at each tier for each type of geometric constraint. The result of the clustering
procedure is a signal/stream of labels for each constraint type. Note that clustering
for each constraint type is performed individually.
Each cluster recognized by Tiered DBSCAN represents an individual constraint.
The clustering procedure creates constraint label streams over time for each constraint type. At locations where constraints were not detected, the stream labels
take no value.

Stage 5: Consolidating Plane, Line and Arc labels
The clustering procedure creates three labeled data streams/signals, each corresponding to a constraint type. To consolidate these streams into a single stream,
disambiguation heuristics and the Proximity Weighted Selection Filter are applied.
The heuristics are as follows:
H1 Plane Check: For each plane cluster, the positions and forces are checked for
consistency with the recognized plane. A plane using the points contained in
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the cluster are fit to recover a normal vector. This normal vector is checked for
consistency with the average constraint reaction force, using the magnitude
of the cross product between the two. This heuristic helps eliminate line
constraints detected as planes, as a very straight line would most likely provide
a plane inconsistent with the reaction force vector.
H2 Arc Check: Arc labels where a plane and arc are simultaneously detected are
ignored. As an arc constraint will most probably have different constraint
reaction forces than a plane, the plane is preferred when both are detected.
These heuristics deal with degenerate cases where the constraint is ambiguous.
Note that in both these cases either constraint is physically possible but in practice
the heuristic captures the real constraint.
After applying the heuristics, the Proximity Weighted Selection Filter combines
these three label streams to form one stream of labels. The filter assumes that at
a particular sample the probability of a label depends on the density of that label
about the sample of interest. The filter uses a gaussian to weight points closer to
the sample more than those further away shown in algorithm 3.

Stage 6: Fitting constraints
The points corresponding to each constraint are used to fit their respective constraint.
At this point, the constraint type, the parameters associated with the constraints
and the associated samples of each constraint are identified.
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Algorithm 3 Proximity Weighted Selection Filter
Consider m discrete sequences of length n that take values from an un-ordered set
labels with l elements.
1: sig_mat is an n × m matrix of input sequences
2: prob_mat := 0n×l
3: consolidated_signal := empty length n sequence
4: for k ∈ 1, 2...l do
5:
for i ∈ 1, 2...n do
6:
for j ∈ 1, 2...m do
7:
if labels[k] == sig_mat[i, j] then
8:
prob_mat[i, k] := prob_mat[i, k] + 1
9:
prob_mat[:, k] := gaussian_filter(prob_mat[:, k])
10: for i ∈ 1, 2...n do
11:
label_id := max_index(prob_mat[i, :])
12:
consolidated_signal[i] := labels[label_id]
13: consolidated_signal is the required filtered signal
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Figure B.5: Experimental results shown. TP - True Positives, detects the right
constraint at the correct location, FP - False Positives, FPs are situations when the
method detects a constraint but none exists at the detected location, Precision indicates how well the method is robust against detecting false positives (Larger is
better). Recall indicates how well the method identifies the constraints. Missed
indicates the number of constraints that were not detected. Total indicates the total number of constraint in the demonstrations. Notice the position only method
has a smaller precision when compared to the position and force method.
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Figure B.6: 1. Shows the test bed containing plane, line and arc constraints. 2.
Shows the Constraint Saber. The constraint Saber has motion capture markers
to track its position and a FT sensor to measure forces. 3. An alternative tool for
edge and plane constraint interaction (Flat Tool).

B.3

Experimental Evaluation

The performance of the developed constraint recognition method was evaluated
using a dedicated apparatus containing a constraint recognition instrument, the
Constraint Saber and a custom testbed. The Constraint Saber described in chapter 2
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has motion capture markers and an ATI Mini40 force torque sensor. While the force
torque sensor can measure forces and moments, force measurements are only used.
The testbed was designed to include multiple examples of each constraint type (i.e.,
plane, line and arc) with various levels of frictional resistance varied through the
use of different materials and rolling element bearings.
The Constraint Saber, shown in Figure B.6 contains a force torque sensor to
measure forces and motion capture markers to track its position in space. The
Constraint Saber interacts with the environment through a steel tool tip to guarantee
point contacts with the environment and ensure that moments are not applied to
the environment. Note that all items that move with the constraint saber tool tip
have a notch to guarantee consistent contact. Other tools may be attached to the
end of the Constraint Saber.
In a typical demonstration, a demonstrator uses the constraint saber to interact
with the available constraints on the testbed. Such demonstrations contain multiple constraint interactions of different types where transitions can occur between
constraint types or between a constraint type and free space.
Experimental evaluations are performed with two demonstrators. For each evaluation, (an approximately) equal number of trials are performed by each demonstrator. An expert catalogues the number of true and false positive constraint detections:
a true positive occurs when a constraint is detected correctly, i.e. the location and
type of constraint are correctly identified, a false positive occurs when a constraint
is detected in a location where that particular constraint does not exist. Examples
include a plane constraint detected where a line constraint should be or a plane
constraint detected in a location where no constraint exists. In our experiments we
use four metrics:
• TP: Number of correctly detected constraints - True Positives
• FP: Number of incorrectly detected constraints - False Positives
• PPV: = TP/(TP + FP) - Precision, Positive Predictive Value
• Recall: = TP/(Total number of actual constraints)
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Precision is an efficient metric to evaluate this kind of recognition as it describes
how well the method is robust against detecting false positives. Recall provides a
measure of how well constraints are identified. As we will see, detection is not as
difficult as preventing a false detection.

Single Constraint Type Recognition
The algorithm’s performance is evaluated in situations where only one type of
constraint appears in a demonstration. In such a demonstration, the demonstrator
uses the constraint saber to interact with a particular type of constraint such as only
line constraints. This experiment contains 39, 39 and 36 trials of 3 plane, 3 line and
3 arc constraints respectively.
A summary of the results are given in figure (table) B.5, row 1-3. The precision
of the identified plane, line and arc constraints are 0.96, 0.98 and 0.83 respectively.
The recall numbers for the same are 0.99, 1 and 0.95. The arc is the most difficult to
recognize, particularly in cases where the ratio of the arc-length to radius is small
or when the radial forces applied are low.

Multiple Constraint Type Recognition
Our approach is evaluated in situations where multiple constraint types occur in a
single demonstration. See Figure B.1. The demonstrators interact with constraints
on the test bed and are directed to perform 2 planar, 2 arc and 2 line constraints in
a demonstration. Our method’s performance is evaluated by recording 39 trials
containing 6 constraints each from two different demonstrators(20 and 19 each).
A summary of the results are given in figure (table) B.5, row 4. The precision
was 0.93 while the recall was 0.90 for this experiment. In these experiments the
majority of false positives were due to arc constraints falsely detected as plane
constraints.
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Position only approach evaluation
From the experimental results described above, it is clear that the performance of
our method is reasonably good. However it is important to assess its performance
relative to a method that uses only position (kinematic) information. To make a fair
comparison, our approach is adapted to function with only position measurements
making minimal changes.
The position only approach uses the gaussian weighted windowed SVD to
estimate the local plane normal vector. (Instead of the normal force vector - which
is not available.) The most significant difference is due to the absence of the reaction
force measurement and its use in identifying active constraints. In the position-only
approach, this step is not possible and thus all samples must be considered for
constraint detection. Other than these differences, the other elements of the position
only approach are identical.
Using the position-only approach we perform demonstrations described in
section B.3. While the recall value (0.87) is similar to the force and position method,
the precision is low (0.59). The position only method correctly labels 201 constraints
out of 231 constraints, while also detecting an additional 141 false positives. This is
captured by the low precision (PPV: 0.59) which is significantly less than the forces
and position approach (PPV: 0.93). A summary of the results is provided in figure
(table)B.5, row 6.
The position only approach detects plane constraints in locations where constraints do not exist. Figure B.7 shows an example of incorrect detection of a planar
constraint in free space by the position only approach.
In conclusion, the large false positive rate is contributed by the lack of sufficient
information i.e., the absence of forces. While the position only method correctly
identifies motions contained in fictitious planes in free space, these planes are not
constraints as a constraint physically requires force interaction.
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Figure B.7: The position only approach detects planes in free space while the
force and position approach does not.
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